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BCC Student-Athlete Claudette Hetmeyer 
Wins CUNYAC Cross Country Championship 
& Places 6th in Junior College Nationals 
in Rhode Island 
Bronx Community College's Claudette Hetmeyer a champion, a winner," she continued. 
won the 2008 CUNY Athletic Conference Cross Country "Throughout the preparatory week before the race in 
Championship (CUNYAC) by defeating some 70 student- Van Cortlandt Park, I spent time reflecting upon the poster and 
athletes from 13 CUNYAC community and senior colleges. envisioning myself winning the championship. Every time I 
BCC's Claudette Hetmeyer and Queensborough's Alex gazed at it, a wave of energy surged through me and my heart 
Medina won the women's and men's races, respectively. This started pounding. I kept this same image in my head 
is the first time in the history of the championships that a pair throughout my race. I envisioned myself as a champion and 
of community college students the end result was just as I 
won the individual races. expected, I was CUNY's Cross 
A demanding track and Country Champion for 2008," 
field discipline, cross country stated Hetmeyer. 
challenges athletes to run long In November, Hetmeyer, 
distances, often over hilly 31, who has served a tour in the 
terrain. Hetmeyer posted her Army, is an engineering science 
winning time of 25 minutes and major and the mother of two 
18 seconds over the muddy six boys, ages four and six, ran in 
kilometer course (nearly four the NJCAA Nationals which 
miles) in the Bronx's were held in Rhode Island. She 
Cortlandt Park. finished sixth in the race that 
Amazingly, Hetmeyer attracted runners from across the 
had raced the same distance just U.S. She was named to the 
one day before, achieving NJCAA All-American team for 
second place at the National finishing amongst the top in the 
Junior College Athletic ;:::========C=.=\lC=i=ll=ia=ms congratulates Athletic "'"rfm- ~-,-irl nation in the same race. 
Association (NJCAA) Athlete Claudette Hetmeyer for winning Hetmeyer, who plans to 
XV Women's Cross Championship. graduate in June 2009, hopes to 
Championship on Long win a track and field scholarship 
There, she competed against athletes from many of the that will help her go to a four-year college to pursue 
nineteen tri-state area community cOl1eges that make up engineering srudies. 
_Region "XV. Arter her win,. President Carolyn WJJliam.s 
"Crossing the finishing line first is what I had congratulated her and Bee Athletic Director Eric Mercado 
repeatedly envisioned, and I worked hard to achieve it through when they visited her office. President Williams said, "While 
training," said Hetmeyer. "As a member of a yoga class - academics are most important in college, athletic competition 
project, I refashioned the CUNY Championships poster and provides a smorgasbord of college experiences, particularly 
used it as my motivation. I overlaid a photo portrait of myself social exposure that makes for well rounded individuals 
in a warrior stance at the bottom. This pose made me feel like beyond the classroom." 
The Inauguration of the 
44th President of the United States 
The Presidential Inauguration of Barack H. Obama 
was held in Washington, DC, on January 20, 2009. 
President-elect Obama was sworn in shortly after 12 noon by 
Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts after Vice 
President-elect Joseph Biden had taken the Oath of Office 
from Associate Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens. 
Aretha Franklin sang "My Country, 'Tis of Thee," an all-star 
quartet (violinist Itzhak Perlman, cellist Yo-Yo Ma, clarinest 
Anthony McGill, and pianist Gabriela Montero) performed 
John Williams' "Air and Simple Gifts," and Yale professor 
Elizabeth Alexander recited "Praise Song for the Day," a poem 
written especially for the occasion. The invocation was 
offered by Rev. Rick Warren, and a stirring benediction was 
given by Rev. Joseph Lowery. 
The scene on Capital Hill was exciting as all living 
former presidents and their wives (Presidents Bush, as well as 
Carter and Clinton) were in attendance, as were former rivals 
Hillary Rodham Clinton, now Secretary of State Clinton, and 
Senator John McCain. 
A week of festivities included the Presidential 
Swearing- in Ceremony, Inaugural Address, Inaugural Parade 
and numerous inaugural concerts, balls and galas honoring the 
new President of the United States. 
,~ 
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An estimated 1.8 million people attended the 
2009 Inauguration, a record-breaking number for any 
event in the nation ' s capito\. . 
In an unprecedented effort to make this 
inaugural celebration open and accessible to all 
Americans, many events were planned to include a wide 
variety of ordinary citizens. The Inaugural 
Welcome Concert at the Uncoln Memorial was 
free and open to the public as was the entire 
National .Mall for attendees to watch the 
Swearing-in Ceremony and .the Parade on large 
screens. 
The official theme for the inauguration 
was "A New Birth of Freedom," a vision that 
underscored the new administration's 
commitment to restoring opportunity and 
possibility for all and re-establishing America's 
standing as a beacon of hope around the world. . 
In one human moment, Obama and 
Roberts had trouble with the Oath of Office. The 
following day Barack Obama retook the oath of 
office at the White House. Although. the 
Constitution does not require this, the White House 
lawyers insisted on Obama retaking the oath anyway. 
In his Inaugural Address the president reminded 
the world that, "For as much as government can do and 
must do, it is u)timately the faith and determination of the 
American people upon which this nation relies. It is the 
kindness to take in a stranger when the levees bre3.k, the 
Outside Bee 
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selflessness of workers who would rather cut their hours every American, that we have duties to ourselves, our 
than see a friend lose their job which sees us through our nation, and the world, duties that we do not grudgingly 
darkest hours. It is the firefighter's coUrage to storm a accept but rather seize gladly, firm in the knowledge that 
stairway filled with smoke, but also a parent's willingness there is nothing so satisfying to the spirit, so defining of 
to nurture a child, that finally decides our fate." our character, than giving our all to a difficult task. He 
He continued, "Our challenges may be new. The concluded the~e points, saying, "This is the price and the 
instruments with which we meet them may be new. But promise of citizenship." 
:----..,--.,.-.,.".., In a somber moment, Senator Edward 
Kenne<!y had a seizure (due to exhaustionlbrain 
cancer) and collapsed during the Inaugural 
luncheon. He was taken to the hospital and 
released the following morning. Senator Robert 
Byrd, age ' 91 and in declining health, also 
collapsed during the luncheon. Due to these ' 
events, the inaugural parade began late, after 3 
p.m. 
After the swearing in, the parade and 
the round of bails, on Wednesday, January 2lst, 
the president arrived at this office in the West 
Wing of the White House to get down to 
business, addressing ethical conduct stipulations 
for members of his Administration, including the 
___ .... _.J sticky subject of lobbying, overturning a 
those values upon which our success depends -,... hard Bush-era dictum on funding for abortions, welcoming the 
work and honesty, courage and fair play, tolerance and Tuskegee Airmen, fine-tuning a stimulus package to be 
curiosity, loyalty and patriotism - these things are old. sent to Congress, welcoming Clinton to the State 
These things are true. They have been the quiet force of Department, and coming to. a full realization of the 
progress throughout our history. What is demanded then is tremendous pressures and expectations that come with 
a return to these truths. What is required of us now is a being President and Commander-in-Chief of the United 
new era of responsibility - a recognition, on the part of States of America. 
Former Democratic Senator from Rhode Island Dies at 90: 
Senator Pelt Was the Force Behind the Creation of the Pell Grants 
Claiborne Pell, the quirky blueblood who 
represented blue-collar Rhode Island in the U .S. Senate 
for 36 years and was the force behind a grant program that 
has helped tens of millions of Americans attend college, 
Q.l.ed on 'T\\ursda)"~ lanuary lst~ shortly after the new year 
began after a long battle with Parkinson's disease. He was 
90. His wife of 64 years, Nuala O'Donnell Pell, and other 
family members were with him at the end. 
Democrats and Republicans praised PeJl, an 
unabashed liberal with family and personal ties to such 
Democratic icons as Presidents Franklin D. Roosevelt and 
John F. Kennedy. 
Vice President Joseph Biden, a longtime friend 
and Senate colleague, called Pell "one of our country ' s 
greatest public servants." In h.is statement, Biden 
remembered Pell as "a man of extraordinary integrity, 
grace and decency" who was "a leader in the effort to 
reduce the size of the world's nuclear arsenal and to stop 
the spread of nuclear weapons." 
Many praised Pell's work to create the . 1972-
vintage prognull of college grants to lower-income 
students that has assisted in the education of more than 50 
million Americans. The Pell Grants are, in Biden's words, 
"a legacy that will live on for generations to come." 
Federal Pell Grant Program 
The Federal Pell Grant Program provides 
need-based grants to low-income undergraduate and 
certain postbaccalaureate students to promote access to 
postsecondary education. Students may use their grants at 
anyone of approximately 5,400 participating 
postsecondary institutions. Grant amounts are dependent 
on: the student's expected family contribution (EFC); the 
cost of attendance (as determined by the 
institution); the student's enrollment status (full-time or 
part-tiIne); and whether the student attends for a full 
academic year or less. 
Citizens Pay Tribute to late Senator Claiborne Pell (D-RI) 
Any students who wish to leave a message in 
memory of the late Sena~or whose efforts led to the 
creation of the Pell Grants can do so at www.Legacy.com. 
Below are two such tributes from that web site (reprinted 
by permission). 
January 4, 2009 
I want to thank Senator Pell for his involvement 
in providing funding for the Boy's Harbor Camp, founded 
by Tony Duke. I spent my childhood summers there. The 
experience changed my life forever. I will never forget it. 
Ron Jackson, Bronx, NY 
January 2, 2009 
I would like to THANK YOU from the bottom of 
my heart and the depths of my soul for the Pell Grant that 
I have which is enabling me to attend school and lift 
myself from homelessness! I was NOT homeless by 
choice, several recessions and a divorce knocked me off of 
my feet and into the gutter. I never abused alcohol or drugs 
and I have never had a criminal conviction! I want to be 
able to get a job and WORK so I can pay my taxes and be 
able to help other people like me recover from bad 
divorces, de'ad end' employment with all of the disrespect 
and discrimination that comes with it and persons who get 
hurt on the job and don't get workman's compensation 
because of dishonest employers and because of their 
injuries can no longer work at their former job. 
The BEAUTY is that you have to maintain a 
certain Grade Point Average but to me that is no problem 
because once I found out what is possible with a college 
education, I couldn't stop studying and helping other 
students like me, some of whom were having difficulty 
but because I knew where they were coming from, we are 
ALL able to succeed together! i WAS INSPIRED BY 
THlS WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY AND I HELP 
OTHERS AS I LEARN -- IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE 
WHO YOU ARE, WHAT YOUR GENDER, RACE, 
DISABILITY, ETHNICITY,LIFESTYLE,RELIGION,IF 
YOU WANT TO LEARN AND IF YOU ARE SERIOUS, 
THlS TRULY WONDERFUL MAN PROVIDED YOU 
WITH THE OPPORTUNITY TO GET THE 
EDUCATION YOU NEED! HE HAS INSPIRED ME TO 
WANT TO HELP OTHERS LIKE ME TO SUCCEED 
TOO. I AM NATIVE AMERICAN BUT I KNOW 
MANY WORTH STUDENTS ALSO FROM THE 
DEPTHS OF POVERTY WHO ARE GOING TO BE 
EMPLOYABLE IN JOBS WITH A FUTURE THANKS 
TO THE HONORABE CLAIBORNE PELL, MAY HlS 
MEMORY BE BLESSED! 
The educational opportunities that this late 
STATESMAN provided for me enabled me to empower 
myself --to open horizons I never knew existed and see 
new possibilities! Because of him, I am not begging on the 
street or sleeping in doorways and I have a future . I wish 
I could also get a law degree and do what he did to help 
people. 
He understood that people need a hand up and not a hand 
out of the poverty cycle and abuse trap. 
May G*d bless him and give him one of the most 
beautiful mansions in Heaven because of the tremendous 
amount of good he has done for people like me!! 
Again, G*d bless you, sir. You have changed so 
many lives . for the better, I will never be able to thank you 
enough for this wonderful opportunity that someone like 
me would never have had, would NEVER have been 
possible without your legislation. You knew exactly what 
was needed to help people out of despair, hopeless and 
poverty! I hope I can do the same. 
I have a 3.8 GPA and want to be a lawyer. 
THANK YOU AGAIN! Thank you! 
Anonymous student, SAN MARCOS, TX 
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Writers of the Month 
The Enlightenment: The Direct Fruit of Free Press 
Most of the novelties, commodities, and 
freedoms we enjoy in the modem world are accredited to 
the Age of Enlightenment. Everything from technology 
and free-market commerce to advances in the arts and 
political ideologies stem from this era of deep thought. 
What is rarely recognized, however, is the significance of 
free press in cultivating and dispersing these ideals from 
their origins in Western Europe to the rest of the world. 
The censorship of print that had been in place by the 
ruling class during this epoch would have prevented these 
sentiments of reason and intellect from achieving 
cosmopolitan popularity. Obtained via revolution against 
elitists, freedom of press evolved into an awakening of the 
masses and propelled the ultimate rise of democracy. 
In this essay, we will explore the direct 
contributions of free press to the Era of Enlightenment 
and its liberating implications. The chief focal points 
addressed will be the following: 
I. the conditions leading to revolution/free press 
2. contributions of philosophers and writers 
3. results and implications 
Conditions Leading to Free Press 
As with everything else in seventeenth-century 
England, the Church possessed strict oversight on all 
forms of printing. From the very onset of printing, the 
Church mandated that nothing should be put forth by the 
press except that which had received approval by the 
Diocesan authority. Their belief was that anything that 
affected the welfare of the mind and the health of the soul 
was of significance to the Church (Schulyer 1). 
Although the English populace craved literacy 
and demanded the importation of texts, regulations on the 
press intensified. The power over printing was handed 
over from the papacy to the civil authority. The King 
(then perceived as the Head of the Church) exercised his 
might, adopting even more stringent rules. For instance, 
he allowed for monopolies by patent to control the rights 
to print books, forbidding all other private publishing, and 
angering the populace. The best example of a monopoly 
by patent was the formation of The Stationers' Company 
in 1557, which was made up of ninety-seven of London's 
premiere Stationers (Collier). 
An additional injustice that led to civic uproar 
By Milton Rodriguez 
was the 1679 indictment of Henry Carr for writing some 
passages in a weekly paper regarding government. The 
Lord Chief Justice Scroggs stated it criminal at common 
law to "write on the subject of government, whether in 
terms of praise or censure; it is not material" (Carr's Case, 
State Trial). 
With pressures from now notable philosophers 
urging parliament to allow freedom of the press, the Era 
of Enlightenment began to flourish. 
Contributions of Philosophers and Writers 
The very academics and enlightenment 
philosophers who engaged in such writings were 
naturally the biggest advocates for the liberty of 
unlicensed printing. Their resistance on the British 
Parliament also proved the most influential. Writers like 
John Milton and Benedict Spinoza directly addressed 
freedom of press, while Francois-Marie Voltaire and John 
Locke summoned religious tolerance for non-believers 
(Schroeder). The sixteenth-century penal system was 
known for its carnal often unjust form, especially towards 
those who engaged in religious treason. For instance: 
- We have already shown that no man's mind can 
possibly lie wholly and the disposition of 
another, for no one can willingly transfer his 
natural right of free reason and judgment, or be 
compelled to do so (Spinoza) . 
- In a word, toleration hath never been the cause 
of a civil war; while, on the contrary, persecution 
hath covered the earth with blood and carnage 
(Voltaire). 
- Just and moderate governments are everywhere 
quiet, everywhere safe. (Locke) 
John Milton's famous "Areopagitica" is a highly 
influential essay urging English parliament to remove 
censorship from the press. In it, he thoroughly compares 
past civilizations (Greeks, Romans) and highlights that 
freedom of press helped spark intellect and development. 
While he demands freedom of press, his political 
ideologies are explicit, invoking liberalist theory amongst 
his readers. He mimics the methods of Greek orator 
Isocrates: A free Protestant country, without the Liberty of 
the Press, is a contradiction in terms; it is free slavery or 
inchained liberty. 
Light and darkness are not more opposite than 
liberty and the deprivation of the means of being rational. 
Milton's "Areopagitica" in conjunction with 
above written grievances to State officials paved the way 
for the freedom of press and ultimately the enlightenment. 
As we know, the deep ponder that came from this era 
allow us to live such sovereign lives. 
Results and Implications 
The liberation" of unlicensed printing was a 
revolutionary concept which opened the door for 
generations to come. There have been dictators and 
prominent leaders that have used these ideas to spread 
ideology. The shifting pendulum of the transfer of 
information has been used to generate profit in capitalist 
societies or to educate the masses with inspiring 
ideologies. It was only a matter of time until these ideas 
influenced the people enough for them to start up 
revolutions of some sort. 
The ideas of the Enlightenment were looked 
upon as fresh, attractive and most important of all 
revolutionary. The Enlightenment was almost the 
complete abandonment of many views from the old way 
of doing things to the new. It further enhanced the 
ideologies of Greek philosopher such as Socrates, Plato 
and Aristotle by championing individuals to reach 
alchemy. The ideas of the enlightenment have shaped 
politics. economics, ideas, music, and so on. Everyone 
in the world is directly influenced by the ideas of the 
enlightenment in one way or another. These people 
chose sides on how the world should be perceived 
throughout the centuries. Socialist ideologies which 
were inspired by Marx and Capitalist ideologies inspired 
by Smith have been like oil and water since its conception 
many years ago. These ideologies are constantly 
changing and have become crucial in our social growth. 
It is a blessing that the enlightenment allows us to say that 
it is the fruit of the free press. The many barriers, revolu-
tions and changes allows one to conclude that even though 
we may seem oppressed by ideology, governments or 
ways of life in a society, we hflve the ability to adopt these 
ideologies and bring about change like our 
predecessors have. 
Edward R. Murrow, the Man Who Made CBS News Mt. Rushmore 
Edward R. Murrow (born Egbert Roscoe 
Murrow on April 25, 1908) was an American journalist 
and radio and television figure. He came to prominence 
with a series of news radio broadcasts during World War 
II. His broadcasts had millions of listeners in the United 
States and Canada. In those days, people in the U.S. got 
their news from the radio, or when they went to the 
movies and watched newsreels showing our fighting men 
in action from the battlefields. These newsreels featured 
reporters such as Lowell Thomas, who was an adventur-
ous person with a dynamic voice that kept your eyes on 
the screen. These newsreels would play about five min-
utes. During World War II Murrow reported news live of 
Germany bombing England or he flew in an airplane with 
American forces bombing Germany. Murrow hired high 
powered-journalists who brought you the news, making 
you feel as if you were there. Murrow single-handedly 
built CBS into a giant news network. 
These reporters were men of great integrity, and 
when they spoke you listened, reporters like Eric 
Sevareid, Charles Collingwood, Howard K. Smith, Mary 
Marvin Breckinridge, Cecil Brown, Richard C. Hottelet, 
Bill Downs, Winston Burdett, Charles Saw, Ned Calmer, 
and Larry LeSueur. These reporters were dubbed 
"Murrow's Boys" despite Breckinridge being a woman. 
Morrow had catch phrases like "Hello, America. This is 
London calling." 
At the end of 1940, during the German bombing 
raids, Londoners who might not see each other the next 
morning often closed their conversations not just with "so 
By Yosef Abrahaim 
long," but with "so long and good luck." The future 
British monarch, Princess Elizabeth, while speaking to the 
western world in a live radio address at the end of the year, 
concluded by saying "good night and good luck to you 
all." So at the end of one 1940 broadcast Murrow ended 
his segment with "Good night and good luck." His speech 
teacher Ida Lou Anderson insisted he stick with it, and 
another Murrow catchphrase was born. 
Radio allowed you to listen and do your chores at 
the same time. In those days CBS radio was what you lis-
tened to if you wanted the latest update in news. With their 
journalists allover the world, CBS had an advantage over 
other stations. In the background you would hear a tele-
type machine running while the reporters reported the 
events of the day. Murrow and his reporters set the 
format for news radio. There was an anchor person, who 
reported the news, and then he would say we are going to 
our reporter in Washington, "Take it away Eric Sevareid at 
the Capitol." Then Sevareid would give his report, and end 
by saying we are going back to our reporter in New York. 
They were envied by radio stations like NBC, ABC and 
the Mutual news stations. When Murrow reported on the 
liberation of the Buchenwald Concentration Camp in 
Germany he provided an example of his uncompromising 
style of journalism, something that caused a great deal of 
controversy and won him a number of critics and enemies. 
He described the exhausted physical state of the 
concentration camp prisoners who had survived, 
mentioning "rows of bodies stacked up like cord wood," 
and he refused to apologize for the harsh tone of his 
words. "I pray you to believe what I have said about 
Buchenwald I have reported what I saw and heard, but 
only part of it. For most of it I have no words ... If I've 
offended you by this rather mild account of Buchenwald, 
I'm not in the least sorry." 
In 1954 Morrow did a televised report on Senator 
Joseph R. McCarthy, the name of the show was See It 
Now. Senator McCarthy had fostered scare and distrust 
among all Americans, including Hollywood stars, the 
studios, the producers, the directors and the screenwriters. 
The story consisted largely of clips of McCarthy 
speaking. In these clips, McCarthy accused the 
Democratic Party of "twenty years of treason," described 
the American Civil Liberties Union as "a front for and 
doing the work of the Communist Party," and berated and 
harangued various witnesses, including Brigadier General 
Ralph W. Zwicker. In his conclusion, Morrow said of 
McCarthy: 
"His primary achievement has been in confusing 
the public mind, as between the internal and the external 
threats of Communism. We must not confuse dissent with 
disloyalty. We must remember always that accusation is 
not proof and that conviction depends upon eviden~e and 
due process of law. We will not walk in fear, one of 
another. We will not be driven by fear into an age of 
unreason, if we dig in our history and our doctrine, and 
remember that we are not descended from fearful men. 
We proclaim ourselves, as indeed we are, the defenders of 
freedom, wherever it continues to exist in the world, 
continued on page 5 
but we cannot defend freedom abroad by desert-
ing it at home. The action of the junior senator from 
Wisconsin have caused alarm and dismay amongst our 
allies abroad, and given considerable comfort to our ene-
mies. And whose fault is that? Not really his. He didn't 
create this situation of fear, he merely exploited it --
and rather successfully.'" 
The following week See 11 Now ran another 
episode critical of McCarthy. This episode focused on the 
case of Annie Lee Moss, an African-American Army clerk 
who was the target of one of McCarthy's investigations. 
The Morrow shows, together with the televised 
Army-McCarthy hearings of the same year, were the 
major causes of a nationwide popular backlash against 
McCarthy, in part because for the first time his statements 
were being publicly challenged by noteworthy figures . In 
the spring of 1954 McCarthy appeared on See It Now and 
made a number of charges against the popular Murrow. 
This response did not go over well with viewers, and the 
result was a further decline in his popularity. 
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Fifty years ago Edward R. Murrow stood in front 
of the cream of American network television and warned 
them of the consequences for serious journalism if 
broadcasters were not prepared to "get up off our fat 
surpluses." This instrument - television-said Murrow, 
"can teach, it can illuminate; yes, and it can even inspire." 
But it can do so only to the extent that humans are 
determined to use it to those ends. Otherwise, it is 
merely wires and lights in a box. Murrow understood the 
extraordinary potential of television as a force for 
enlightenment. But he also understood that, left to its own 
device it would drive journalism down a vacuous black 
hole. 
Today, television is more interested in ratings 
than news. CBS has fallen from Mt. Rushmore to third 
place in the ratings. All her mighty journalists are gone. 
All the major networks are owned by big corporations. 
CBS today is owned by Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation. NBC is owned by General Electric and ABC 
by Walt Disney. Corporate bosses. today, dictate our 
5 
news. Dan Rather was, told to change his story on George 
Bush 's days in the military. To please his bosses at CBS, 
Dan Rather had to issue an apology for not doing his job 
as a true journalist. Rather placed the blame on his 
secretary. 
PBS did the same report on President Bush, but 
nothing was said. PBS is not owned by a corporation. Dan 
Rather decided to leave CBS Evening News. making way 
for Katie Couric to sit in the hot seat. Even Katie Couric 
described how her bosses at CBS complained she was not 
patriotic in reporting on the Iraq War. 
Today, television gives us news watered down. 
The three networks are more interested in celebrities' 
news. Who's dating whom, who broke up with whom;but 
real news uncensored we, the public, do not get, and we 
do not demand it. The last journalist Edward R. Murrow 
hired was Walter Cronkite. Walter Cronkite was the last 
anchorperson to leave The Evening News in first place. 
The Effects of TV, the Anchor Man and, Specifically, Walter Cronkite. 
The media, and its relationship with the United 
States of America, goes back to the beginning of our 
nation. There has always been something to tell and, 
inevitably, someone to tell it. Some would say much of 
our own history is written and even pre-written by those 
who control this medium. It has affected popular opinion 
time and time again, beginning with the printed word, and 
wit)lin the last fifty or so years, the visual world. The rise 
of television in homes every~here gave rise to a new and 
powerful voice among us . I am speaking, of course, of the 
anchorman. 
One of the first of these was a man I think we all 
know by the name Walter Cronkite. He became, through 
television and by always being there, the "most trusted 
man in America." Through use of this brand new medium~ 
he is responsible for a media source known and trusted the 
world over. Almost everyone gets their news from the TV. 
We watch incessantly. We cannot look away. It engulfs our 
very lives. Was this, however, the original intention, or 
was it meant to be merely a means of daily reflection of 
whom we are and who we are becoming? He or she seems 
to have complete control of our life, this anchor. Was this 
the original intention or maybe those were simpler times 
when people were not so dependent or willing to believe 
everything they were told? I know this, if Mr. Walter 
Cronkite were auditioning for the role of anchor today, he 
probably would not get the part. So what has changed? 
Let us look back on this remarkable man and the affect he 
has had on us, knowingly or unknowingly. 
Walter Cronkite (according to the Museum of 
Broadcast Communications) is the former CBS Evening 
News anchorman "whose commentary defined issues and 
events in America for almost two decades." He was born 
in Missouri on the 4th of November in 1916, during World 
War I. Cronkite, whom a major poll once named the "most 
trusted figure" in American public life, often saw every 
nuance in his nightly newscast scrutinized by politicians, 
intellectuals, and fellow journalists for clues to the think-
ing of mainstream America. In contrast, Cronkite viewed 
himself as a working journalist, epitomized by his title of 
"managing editor," of the CBS Evening News. His credo, 
adopted from his days as a wire service reporter, was to 
get the story, "fast, accurate, and unbiased"; his trademark 
exit line was, "And that's t!le way it is" (Museum of 
Broadcast Communications). Historian and journalist 
David Halberstam states in an interview for American 
Masters that, "Walter's career curVe and the curve of 
network television absolutely dovetailed . And he held that 
position for so long under such vastly changing 
circumstances ... that it seemed to most people that as 
they got their first television set, Walter and CBS NEWS 
had joined their family." At the age of 12, young Walter 
(after discovering an article in Boy' s Life about a foreign 
correspondent) decided that was what he would be. A 
modest thought and his only career goal became reality 
with the job of network anchor. This, of course, was a 
result of years of hard work. He began working at a 
public relations firm , for newspapers, and in small radio 
stations throughout the Midwest until in 1939; he joined 
the United Press (UP) to cover World War II. "There he 
went ashore on D-Day, parachuted with thelOlst 
Airborne, flew bombing missions over Germany, covered 
By Joshua Michael 
the Nuremburg trials, and opened the UP' s first post war 
Moscow bureau. (The Museum of Broadcast 
Communications) Jim Lehrer and Robert McNeil, the 
PBS news anchor duo, recently received the 25th annual 
Walter Cronkite award for Excellence in Journalism 
where Mr. McNeil stated, "We now feel really honored to 
have our names legitimately connected to Walter. To be 
honored in the name of the best-Walter Cronkite-is as 
good as it gets." 
Consider with me for a moment what stories this 
man was responsible for delivering to the nation: he was 
the man who told us Kennedy had been shot, the man who 
told us we put a man on the moon, and the man who told 
us we couldn ' t win the war in Vietnam (American 
Masters. PBS). 
The impact of the media has always been great; 
however. it has been limited to those who read or are at 
least moderately educated. To this day much of the change 
that comes about in our nation is based on opinions of 
what people have seen on TV. Civil rights achievements 
may not have succeeded nearly as quickly in the 60s had 
it not been for reporting on TV and people seeing things 
happen with their own eyes. When something is reported 
and then seen visually, it is made that much more 
important. Seeing, for example, black students on 
television being escorted by soldiers into a segregated 
school , is very effective dramatically. Or seeing Martin 
Luther King give a speech with thousands looking on is 
that much more moving. In other words, people who 
otherwise may not have been affected or even known what 
was going on are. 
What television and the network anchors have 
done for those who cannot read or perhaps need help 
current budgets and so the favoring of younger, less expe-
rienced and most importantly cheaper anchors has 
become the trend. The question that arose in the article 
was is it worth losing that experience over money? When 
these anchors leave, they take decades of experience, 
insight and connections with them- not to mention the 
trust factor of a familiar face. According to the article, 
local TV, though lacking in 
glamour and prestige still remains the most popular single 
source of news in the United States. 
According to the Pew Research Center for 
People and the Press, a little more than half of the 
population watches local news regularly while only 34 
percent read a newspaper each day and 29 percent watch 
a network evening newscasl. Apparently, however; ratings 
and subsequently advertising dollars are down especially 
by automakers. which represent the Jargest catego.ry of 
broadcast advertising, and so remain, the problem of 
economics. You get what you pay for could never be so 
true. 
In closing I would repeat words that Mr. 
Cronkite said in an interview conducted in 1996 by Kira 
Albin: "The mark of a professional journalist is that we do 
adhere to an ethic. A professional journalist recognizes his 
or her prejUdices and biases and avoids them in writing 
and reporting. There is no place in journalism for biased 
reporting on the front page. There is no place for 
subjective, personal opinions to creep in." In the words of 
Mr. Cronkite: "And that ' s the way it is." 
Writers of the Month continued on page 6 
understanding could be r--------------------------, 
construed as a good thing or a bad thing. In the one 
respect, people are learning who otherwise may not 
have been able to. On the other hand, they are learn-
ing what someone has fed them and if indeed this is 
unbiased, that's great. It does seem along with this 
great power, comes even greater responsibility, so, 
the importance of a great anchorperson. This is also 
true of newspaper, however; television reaches a 
much broader audience. America really is a land of 
television and a lot of power is wielded in this medi-
um. On February 27, 1968, Cronkite 
delivered the news claiming all to be lost in the 
Vietnam War which is regarded as a turning point in 
not only history, but broadcast 
journalism. President Johnson famously said, "If I 
have lost Cronkite, I've lost the country," and this 
was apparently instrumental in causing Johnson to 
drop out of the 1968 presidential race . 
With this ability to sway popular 
opinion one would think we would cherish those who 
have the most experience and are the least biased to 
continue relay ing information to the masses . In a 
recent article in The New York Times by Brian Stelter 
the subject of older anchors being let go in favor of 
the younger ones was discussed. Mr. Al Primo, who 
developed the "Eyewitness News" format in the 60s 
and 70s, states plainly that it is economics. The 
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A CORlmunity Raises a Child 
Many journalists have brought education to the 
forefront, like James Traub of The NeW York TImes who 
wrote "Wbat No School Can Do" which discussed how 
neighborhoods, rich vs. poor, may determine children's 
learning habits. Traub spoke about other journalists who 
have written articles about education as well, including 
Joseph P. Veteritti who wrote "Choosing Equality" and 
Scott Miller who wrote "An American Imperative." These 
joUrnalists' all wrote pieces to make the public aware that 
there are , educational ' inequalities. These inequalities 
could harm the youth of today's education if there isn't 
more involvement from the communities in which they 
reside. It's important that our communities are aware and 
try to encourage youth's continued learning outside of 
school. 
By Natasha Henry 
parents are professionals hear an average of 2,153 words only place she felt safe. Barry blossomed as a student with 
per hour, in working-class families 1,251 words per hour, the support and encouragement of her school community. 
and in welfare families only 616 words per hour. The With a increasing numbers of children being 
relationship of illiteracy and poverty is undeniable. raised by single parents, the help isn't there if parents have 
The International Reading Association culled the to work to take care of their families and or if the parents 
following literacy facts from lists assembled by or caretaker isn't proficient their self in reading, which in 
ProLiteracy Worldwide, Alliance for Excellent Education, turn would create a problem in helping with homework 
and AmiercaScores: More than eight million students in assignments and projects. That is where communities 
grades 4-12 read below grade level. Most are able to should and can step in. There is a saying my mother 
sound out words. The challenge isn't to teach them to always used, "A village raises a child", meaning every 
decode text but, rather, to help ' them comprehend what person in that child's life ,plays a part in helping raise the 
they read. Among low-income 8th graders, just 15% read child. So what is our community doing to help our 
at a proficient level. On average, African-American and children excel in their education? 
Hispanic 12th-grade students read at the same level as In New York State, some districts offer Saturday 
white 8th-grade students. Activities such as reading and School, which allows children to attend school on 
"I didn't realize what a terrible problem you singing songs vary by maternal education, family type, Saturday for three hours to help them prep for state tests, 
-have put me into. I mean we. are horrified." This quote is · welfare receipt, and race/ethnicity. ' like the ELA. The only problem is , there is no 
taken from 'l'he Race Beat by Gene Roberts and Hank Children whose mothers have lower levels of transportation available. That leaves some parents to have 
Klibanoff, which talks about inequalities within the press education, single mothers, farnilies reporting receipt of to bring their children to school, and for working parents 
at a critical time in America. The book is an eye opener in welfare services, and black parents are less likely to be or parents with no form of transportation this may be an 
regards to the unfair treatment of blacks in the South in read to everyday than those with mothers with higher issue. Even with programs in place to assist children get 
the early 1900's and with news publications;' a wareness levels of education, two-parent farnilies without welfare the extra help they need, certain things in life may not 
was brought to news readers in the North about the support and white, Hispanic, and Asian parents allow them to receive services. 
mistreatment., During this tiine African Americans (respectively). Even though times have changed since the So to ask the community to step up, in turn, we 
struggled to learn to read and write. Eventually, early 1900's, it's still a struggle to ,learn the essential tools are asking ourselves what we can do as individuals to help 
communities rallied together to bring about change and needed for edllcational growth without the support of the children in our communities achieve their educational 
equalities for everyone, black. white"rich or poor. community. , goals. As teachers" parents, and volunteers we can take 
With pUblications like "Wbat No School Can Can poverty and or' community play a part in some time out and give a little of our time to a needy child 
Do" we have learned that inner-city kids have performed ' children's education? According to articles written in The in our neighborhood. There are tons of ways to help your 
poorly on state required tests, in the year 2000. Currently, New York TImes and the New York Sun, poverty at times community be productive in education. You can head up a 
in New York City kids, according to The New York TImes can playa part in children's growth at school. Without small study group at your child's school" or be part of a 
in 2007, the number of students passing earlier grades proper help and support on the home front some children school's PTA. Today's children are our future; we should 
dropped from 2006 levels in most places, but rose have trouble at school. But for some children, school can invest as much as we can in them so they can become 
compared to the last year in the middle-school grades. be a safe haven from a difficult home life. successful citizens. With news coverage and other 
Seven years later, the results more or less still remain the Lynda Barry wrote "The Sanctuary of School," publications' our words . of hope can be heard, so that 
same. According to researchers Hart and Risley findings where she spoke in vivid detail about her troubled people can be aware and widerstand the importance of 
in the U.S., children who live in homes where ~re childhood. Barry's home life was hard and school. was the what a strong community can accomplish. 
Women, Today and Now 
In the 21st century, women enjoy more freedom 
and power now than ever before; However, they are still 
disadvantaged when compared to men in practically all 
aspects of life. WOQien are deprived of equal access to 
education, health care, wealth, and decision making 
powers in the political, social, and business areas. 
Wbereas men are credited with performing three quarters 
of all economic activities in developing countries, women 
actually perform 53 percent of the work, according to the 
United Nations. 
The world has recognized the main importance 
of education as a main aspect of human defense and a 
means to empower women. According to the UNDP 
,Human Development Report, women in Africa represent 
52 per cent Qf the total population, contribute 
approximately 75 percent of the agricultural work, and ' 
produce 60 to 80 percent of the food. Yet they earn only 
10 percent of African incomes and own just I per cent of 
the continent's assets. These numbers indicate the 
tremendol!S challenges women face on their road to 
gender equality. Despite repeated efforts made by 
governments, NGOs [Non-governmental organization: 
In the UN's terms, voluntary groups of citizens organized 
on a local, national or international scale. They carry out 
humanitariail assignments, make the government aware of 
citizens' concerns, encourage political participation at 
community level, etc.} ' (http://www.socgen.Com!csr/sus-
tainabledevelopmentlglossary.html) and multilateral 
development agencies, the majority of women in the 
developing world are still relegated to "micro enterprises" 
and informal tasks. 
In addition, women still make-up the majority of 
part-time and temporary workers in developed countries. 
As a result, these' women working in informal economies 
are likely to have less access to basic health care services, 
education, financial capital, political appointments, 
employee rights, and land ownership. For example, in 
Southeast Asian countries, women are still 
underrepresented in the government and civil services, 
By Ojanay Rodriguez 
and face a wide gap in education and job opportunities. 
However, there is an understanding that, investing in the 
economic empowerment of women can and will help 
reverse these trends. 
Increased income controlled by women gives 
them self confidence, which helps them obtain a voice and 
vote in: 
• Household decisions such as domestic 
well-being decisions. For instance, women tend 
to use family income for more reasonable 
decisions about sons and daughters' diet, 
education and health. 
• Economic decisions: acquiring, allocating, and 
selling assets. 
• Fertility decisions: economically empowered 
women tend to have fewer children 
• Land use and conservation decisions: rural 
women tend to favor sustainable environmental 
practices since they are usually the ones that 
collect the farnilies' naniraI resources such as 
water and firewood 
Female economic power also enhances the 
"wealth and weIr-being of nations (Essential 
Environment: the Science behind the Stories, 2ND ED., 
pg 122). Women who control their own income tend to 
have fewer children, and fertility rates have shown to be 
inversely related to national income growth. Women are 
also more able (and generally more willing than male 
counterparts) to send daughters as well as sons to school, 
even when they earn less than men. In turn, a woman's 
level of education affects her decision-making process ' 
when it comes to questions about contraception, age of 
marriage, fertility, child mortality, modem sector 
employment and earnings. 
"But women's economic empowerment must not 
be examined in a vacuum. Unfortunately, widespread 
cultural and economic practices work to prevent 
empowerment. To fully assess the opportunities and 
obstacies that exist, the intersection of political, 
social/cultural and environmental conditions ' must be 
analyzed alongside traditional economic indicators" 
(www. scu.edulethics/practicing/focusareas/economic-
empowerment.html). Factors impacting women's 
economic empowerment include: 
• Violence: women are the predominant victims 
of conflict, sexual violence, injury, death, intim 
idation and human trafficking 
• Lack of adequate access to education, training 
and technology 
• Lack of access to clean water, sanitation 
• Lack of access to responsible health care/repro 
ductive health (one of the costs of widely avail 
able pre-natal screening in India has been the 
selective abortion of female fetuses, 10 rnillion in 
the past two decades - this has led to 
one of the most uneven gender ratios in the world 
with 927 girls to every 1000 boys in 200 I) 
• Lack of access to credit/finance, safe 
work conditions, living/minimum wages 
• Cultural practices, tradition, religious interpre 
tations of women's status 
• Women's lack of knowledge about rights and 
laws (economic, social, political, religious) 
• Lack of adequate representation in decision-
making positions and governance structures 
The' real tragedy is that. women ,are often better 
with economic capital than men. Research has shown that 
women are more 'likely to reinvest profits back into human 
capital than are men. Wben women have economic power, 
defined as conttol of income and capital (land, livestock, 
etc.), they gain more equality and control over their own 
lives, while contributing directly to their children's 
development (nutrition, health and education) and thereby 
indirectly to their nation's income growth. 
continued on page 7 
Women's economic empowennent could ease 
corruption and violence, promote greater environmental 
sustainability, and through education, contraception, and 
lower fertility rates, help lower HIV I AIDS rates. If this 
kind of process is accepted by society, then it should be 
apparent that women's education and economic 
empowennent is not only a matter of human rights but 
also human protection. 
Unless women's economic security is 
strengthened, we will not be able to eliminate poverty and 
achieve gender equality. Below are just some of the 
statistics that highlight the discrepancies between men 
and women in the contemporary world: 
• There are 135 million children in the world 
between 7 and 18 who are not receiving any edu 
cation at all, of which approximately 60 percent 
are girls. 
• Of the girls who do begin primary school, only 
1 in 4 is still in school four years later 
• The gender gap increases at higher levels of 
education. 
• Two-thirds of the 880 million illiterate adults 
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around the world are women. 
• When women's income increases, money is 
more likely to be channeled back into families 
and they are more likely to educate daughters. 
• Each additional year in school raises a woman's 
eamings by about 15 percent compared to 11 
percent for a man 
Women represent half the world's population, 
and gender inequality exists in nearly every nation on 
Earth. To discriminate and prevent half of humanity from 
reaching its full potential is economic carelessness. 
Denying women and girls equality and fairness not only 
hurts them, but also hinders the rest of society . 
. In the majority of poor nations, mothers, not 
fathers, have the most influence on their children. Mothers 
are the ones who dictate the decisions on whether or not 
children are sent to school, what school they go to, and 
how much time they spend working for the family. Until 
women are given the same opportunities that men are, 
entire societies will be destined to perfonn below their 
true potentials. Other large global humanitarian issues 
such as poverty, unemployment, population growth, the 
7 
HIV I AIDS epidemic, and violence are all intertwined 
with the gender equality issue. "Thus, 
concerted action to educate women, give them equal 
access to credit, and generally empower them, is critical 
components in battling all of the above-mentioned ills" 
(www. scu.edu/ethicslpracticing/focusareasleconomic-
empowerment.html) .Until societies, governments and 
non-governmental organizations around the world come 
together and make a concentrated effort to empower and 
grant equality to women, the world will_be stuck in the 
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Hip-hop: How Social Events Influenced Its Evolution 
Hip-hop. What comes to mind when you hear 
those words? Is it the block parties, the Adidas shell-toe 
sneakers (without the laces), and the 'doorknocker' 
earrings? What are some of the faces that appear before 
you? Are they ~ the late greats like Jam Master Jay, the 
Notorious B.I.G., Big L, Thpac Shakur, and Big Pun? Or 
are they the show stopping legends that still stand before 
us like Jay-Z, Nas, Busta Rhymes, or Fat Joe? Who was 
the artist that made you realize you love hip-hop? Was it 
Erik B and Rakim, KRS-One, Biz Markie, Slick Rick or 
Big Daddy Kane? How'd you feel when you first heard 
Sugar Hill Gang's "Rapper's Delight"? How do you feel 
when you hear what today's rappers have to offer? 
Hip-hop, since its inception has gradually 
evolved into something new, and different from what it 
originally started as. Though it has changed, it's been able 
to Keep one~ of its core elements, and that, is the story that 
each rapper has to tell. Whether it's about the 
empowennent of a pair of sneakers ("My Adidas" by 
Run DMC), a one-night encounter with a young lady 
at a show ("Mahogany" by Erik B and Rakirn), or the 
death of a cultl1.!"e embraced and loved by so many 
("Hip Hop is Dead" by Nas). 
Hip-hop music has given a voice to many 
people from all walks of life. Like a book, its words 
have been able to paint images of hardship and pain, 
joy and happiness, success and accomplishment. 
The lyrics in rap songs often speak of 
everyday occurrences, which allow me to believe that 
social events throughout hip-hop's history have 
influenced its evolution. Hip-hop is said to be born in 
the South Bronx as early as the 1970s. At the time, 
the South Bronx is said to have been the most 
devastated urban landscape in the United States 
according to Demographia.com, a website designed 
to educate on the effects oLdemographics on urban 
societies. This became so for many reasons. One 
was because by the late 1960s, it became mandatory 
for children to be bused to schools outside of their 
South Bronx neighborhoods to promote racial _ 
balance. This forced many parents to move to 
neighborhoods where their children were attending 
school, resulting in an increase of vacancies. Another 
reason stems from decade old policies that required 
rent to be controlled. This provided landlords no reason 
to improve or maintain their buildings, increasing 
vacancy further. The city was also providing lump sums 
of $1,000 to $3,500 to low income residents for 
relocation. Lastly, with the building of Co-op City, 
residents looking for a greater sense of security 
abandoned their rentals and opted for purchasing co-op 
apartments. All these factors had devastating effects on 
the South Bronx. 
It's no wonder that Grandmaster Flash &The 
Furious Five who originally came from the South Bronx, 
released their song entitled 'The Message" in 1982, which 
spoke of the sad state of affairs in the South Bronx. With 
lyrics as vivid as, "Broken glass everywhere, people 
pissing on the stairs, you know they just don't care, I can't 
take the smell, I can't take the noise, got no money to 
move out, I guess I got no choice," listeners were able to 
By Frederick Victor 
visualize the hardships of urban residents. 
Crime in New York City during the 1980s was 
significantly more prevalent than it is now. According to 
DisasterCenter.com, a database consisting of New York 
City crime rates from 1960 through 2007, an average of 
198,621 violent crimes was committed throughout the 
1980s in New York City alone. As of 2007, only 79,215 
violent crimes were committed. Songs like the 'The 
Message" weren't speaking of a particular isolated 
incident that these members witnessed. They spoke of a 
truth that most New York City residents experienced and 
had to live with. 
Economic strife. was ~only one of·· several 
problems facing Americans throughout the eighties, 
carrying on into the nineties" 
As the 1990s began, .the United States was faced 
with the Gulf War. The Gulf War was fought between Iraq 
and the International Coalition of Forces, which consisted 
SAVE-THE-DATE 
mental and physical trauma. Studies of Gulf War veterans 
have turned up. results stating thar one in every four Gulf 
War veterans suffer from illnesses caused by toxic 
chemical exposure. These results were recently reported 
in an article entitled "1 in 4 Gulf War Veterans Suffer 
From lllness Caused by Toxic Exposure" posted on 
MedicalNewsToday.com. As a result of these findings, 
more government funding is being provided to help find 
treatment for these illnesses that these soldiers have 
suffered from since the Gulf War. 
Teen pregnancy was and still is another problem. 
As of 1990, there were as many 1,012,260 teen 
pregnancies accordlng to the Gittmacher Institute, which 
focuses on research of sexual and reproductive health 
(guttmacher.org). While the causes of teen pregnancies 
range from ~ involvement in long-term relationships to 
fo~ed sex, the effects can be devastating, leaving young 
women who can barely take care of themselves with chil-
dren who need to be taken care of. Rapper ·2Pac, 
born Thpac Amaru Shakur wrote, "Brenda's Got A 
Baby," telling the story of a young woman faced 
CUNY EMERGING lEADERS CONFERENCE 
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with teenage pregnancy. She resorts to prostitu-
tion in order to raise her child and is killed. In one 
verse, 2Pac writes: "She's twelve years old and 
she's having a baby, in love with a molester who's 
sexing her crazy, and yet she thinks he'll be with 
her forever, and dreams of a world with the two of 
them together". 
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Teen pregnancy had dropped in the 
1990s from 1,012,260 in 1990 to 836,292 by 1999. 
This had come to be by efforts made to educate 
young women on sexual health and relationships 
by organizations such as the Guttmacher Institute 
and Planned Parenthood. 
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Though hip-hop has had a reputation of 
being· controversial, with lyrics that many may 
interpref as messages of violence, hate, and greed, 
we can choose to interpret these messages as news 
given to us by eyewitness repOrters? There are 
many artists who make it a point to make music 
that inspires and uplifts. These artists include the 
likes of Common aka Common Sense, The Roots, 
Dead Prez and many more. 
of thirty-four nations led by the United States. While the 
attitude of Americans was mixed, ranging from 
enthusiasm for the war and outrage against it, the group 
Erik B & Rakim released their track entitled "Casualties 
of War" in 1992, speaking from a soldier's perspective. 
One line in particular describes how conflicted a soldier 
feels fighting a war without a cause. Rakini Allah, a 
practicing Muslim, wrote: 
"Go to the Anny, be all you can be, another dead 
soldier? Hell no not me, so I start letting off ammunition 
in every direction. Allah is my only protection. But wait 
a minute Sadaam Hussein prays the same, and this is Asia 
from where I came. I'm on the wrong side, so change to 
target. Shooting at the general; and where's the 
sergeant?" 
This helped to shed light on some of the attitudes 
of soldiers coming home from the war suffering from 
The Roots, based out of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, for example, wrote "What They Do", 
emphasizing the need for up and coming Emcees to be 
more creative and innovative, suggesting that their work is 
nothing new. Black Thought of The Roots wrote: "Yo, I 
dedicate this to the one dimension-ai, no imagination, 
excuse for perpetration. My man came over and said, 'Yo 
we thought we heard you'. Jokes on you, you heard-a 
biting~ass crew, but urn ... " 
Though hip-hop has evolved into something new, 
and rappers may tell stories of gold and platinum chains 
verses that of abandoned buildings turned crack houses, 
they pass on the same oral tradition of the 
storytelling griots of West Africa. While hip-hop may 
seem unrecognizable to some, it's almost as though its 
path has come full circle. 
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~Health, and Fitness with 
. Dr. Wayne 
behavior problems and disease, Your Solution Is to walk 30 minutes 
and smile and laugh 10 times every day . 
2009 is<ttere and y~u are mo"yated to Il1'lproveyour 
hefillth. 19se weigh~ and develop a hESalthy lifestyle. Let's 
look at a,few ways you can get started. ' 
5. Avoid Tobacco and Drug Use and Limit Alcohol Consumption. 
Tobacco is associated with 8 of the top 10 causes of death in the United 
States; it kills about 435,000 Americans each year. Lung cancer is the 
most common cause of cancer death among both men and women. 
The medical cost of smoking exceeds $75 billion yearly. 
1. Be~hysrca"y Actlve."Your body is designed to work best when it is 
, active. The ,more weCl~~of our bodies ~ , muscles; bones, heart, 
, IUng&,t~~~trong~r, andlP9re ,fit they " , w~aU~ ,x~.~r:S9JUtlO~~ 
Wall(~Om.rll .• tesarmost~aily.lf, ' use It.Yo~ .,IUJose it; 
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Excessive alcohol consumpti9n is linked to 60t the top 10 causes of 
death and results in about 85,000 deaths per year. Homicide and 
suicide involving alc9hol are in the top three leading causes of death for 
15~.to 34 ;tear ,~lds, You ko~~the, solutl~,? ~~p smoking and doing 
drugs andexel'Ql$e 30 mJoutesdlllly, !' '" 
•... ' .,,:,. -'.::.,.. " ,' ','''::': :.-:.-: :.:->.::-,:-,'.-.: .... .,' 
{OK. Start ~x,make a commitinent to yoursel!tostart doing something. 
can be ~s easy as walking ~G the corner ,store, walking upJhe stairs, 
walking an elC:tra block for the ~us. . , 
Letters To The Editors 
Your artic.le," -rhe Continui":') Proble/>? d' Police 8rutality" in 'The Co/>?/>?unic.aror's J>eCe/>?be.r 200'8 iSSue is troubli,,:,)_ 'The R'odney 1(;"3 Z.nc.ident 
thar you c.;te toof 'place ;n 1991 ;n the Los 4"3eles area. Granted, the bear;":') thar he rec.eiVed «.Jas u'(j·uStiF-ed. #o«.>ever, you ""ention thar he 
drove ar a S'peed d'1I5 MPY/ to C¥oid 'polic.e .,ror violari":') ,Parole. ~'parently, his un/~ul act d'drivi":') ar thar S,Peed, endan<j"ri,,,,, 
'pedestrians, and atte"'1,Pl'i":') to C¥oid CjP,PrehenSion (.,ror 'parole violarion) 
doeS not u,PSet you_ 
4lso, t«.JO d'the .,rour d'F-c.ers ac:!,uitted on stare char.'Jes ;n the /(,''':') 
c.ase «.>ere .,round .'Ju;lty 0t a .,rederal j ury d' civil r'jlrt's v;olar;onS in ' ~ril 
1993 . You d;d not />'lent/on rh;s -I"'act. 
Sh~nte, i:;:' you «.JO/?t to loof loe.ally .,ror ,Pr;/>?e e XW>-7,PleS d' ,P0I;c e brutal-
ity, loof .no .,rurther than 4/>7adou J>iallo, 4b.ner Lou;""a, Sh~n Bell and 
M;c hael M;neo, -rheSe are CaSeS thar the c¥er~e Ne«.J Yorfer ""'jlrt' be. able 
to ;dent;~y £vlth. C)." the other hand, LA..Jhere ,-S your out!ra:Je .,rOT Po/;c e 
O.,rF-c.er R'ussel 77/>?enShenfo, u.;ho «.JaS brutally Shot ;n the .,race and 
filled duri":') a tra:/'F-c. sto,P ;n BrooKlyn? #e and I,;s ,Partner ,Pulled OVer a 
car drIVen cy -three C areer cr;/>7;naJ.s, at least one er/' 4..,Jh;ch uJas ar"...,ed 
Sh~nte , .'Jet it r'jlrt' , Polic.e are a C.roSS Section d'Soe.iety, and you .'Jet 
.'Jood e.'J.'JS ,..,ith bad e.'J.'JS, Career c.ri",,;nals are als o an 0"30;":') iSSue, but 
SU"P?oSe nor a lor er/' readers M...Jou/d be Interested ;.1'7 that su1i ec t. ,.,,~,p7",/1 
, in :Jenera! has a ,Proble/>?, not j ust the ,Police, Be.,rore you atte"'1,Pl' to Stir 
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• Please Note: 
may be waived if the student 
in a campus leadership program. 
Applications are available now and can be picked up 
in the Student life office, ROSe 102. Upon 
request, an application can also be sent to 
you via the mail or by email. If you need 
additional information, please stop by 
our office in RBSe 102 or call us 
at 718-289-5194. 
lo __________________________ ~Th=e~C=on=lm=u=niL=·a=lO~r-~~=eh~ru=ar~y~6,~2=OO~9 ________________________ __ 
',7 Club membership enhances the academic experience with: 
s ... · OPPORTUNIT IES TO EXPLORE MANY ACADEMIC PROGRAMS &:. MA..JORS 
NUMEROUS LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
PROFESSIONAL &:. SO'CIAL NETWORKING 
DOCUMENTED WO.RK EXPERIENCE 
OPPORTUNITIES TO HELP OTHERS 
CROSS-CUL TURA.L COMPETENc.e 
MEMORIES &. FRIENDSHIP 
TRANSFERABLE SKILLS 
COMMUNITY SERVIce 
SCHOOL SPi R IT 
AND MUCH MORE! 
UOI!1allHltlt j:oinin:g or 
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Campus Nevvs 
Bee Female Student Is Aspiring Leader 
Automotive Technology and · Boxing 
• In 
"Energy efficient minded drivers who are think-
ing about buying a hybrid car today often question 
whether there will be enough trained technicians to make 
repairs on newly designed alternative energy powered 
cars. Besides conventional engine technology, Bronx 
Community College's Automotive Technology Program 
prepares students for new car technologies like fuel cells, 
hydrogen and hybrids that will power cars of the future." 
"Consumers generally agree that 
repair costs assessed by an automotive 
technician with proper skills and knowledge 
are always ~ess than the repair costs , charged 
by a technician who is just guessing." 
---Clement Drummond, director of Bronx 
Community College's Automotive 
Technology Program 
Bronx Community College student 
Grace Claudio,president of the Ford Cobra 
replica assembly team, is not too concerned 
about the current 'downturn in U.S. car sales. 
She's more focused on learning as much as 
she can about new energy efficient 
automotive technology. That technology, she 
believes, is eventually going to encourage an 
uptick in car sales and help expandjob oppor-
tunities for well trained automotive techni-
cians. 
While ,car sales m~y be slow, the fact 
that , many car manufacturers have increased their 
warranties to 100,000 miles means' additional service 
work over the lifetime of the car. More skilled automotive 
technicians will be needed. Ms. Claudio says that she 
wants to be ready. 
Ms. Claudio, who is studying for her Associate 
in Applied Sciences Degree, is so motivated by the 
opportunity to gain hands-on experience that she spent 
two days a week during her January intersession working 
on the car in the automotive shop classroom at Bronx' 
Community College's Automotive Technology Program, 
the , only program of its kind offered by The City 
University of New York. . 
While the Ford Shelby Cobra replica may not be 
seen often on the road today, it has a road mystique built 
up ,by two generations of drivers since the car first rolled 
off the Ford assembly line 40 years ago as a muscle car. 
The low-slung, sleek two-seater car presents an attractive 
challenge to students studying historic, current and future 
car engine technology. 
, Ms. Claudio, a second semester student, learned 
about assembly and correct calibrations for tuning the 
high-powered engine, transmission, brakes and shocks. 
What she has learned about the Cobra is very different 
than what she's learning about new energy efficient car 
engine technology in her automotive classes held 
weekdays, evenings and Saturdays. In a world beset by 
the roller coaster rise and fall of gasoline prices, Ms. 
Claudio and her professors believe engines powered by 
alternative energy are the future of the car industry. 
When Ms. Claudio and classmates have installed' 
everything Qn the chassis, the sleek, blue fiber glass body 
will be placed on the frame and students will get to see 
and hear the throaty rumble of the engine when it revs up 
in BCC's fully equipped, on-campus automotive garage. 
Ms. Claudio, who is 19, decided to pursue 
antomotive technology because early in life she had devel-
oped a hands-on interest for home maintenance repairs. 
She has helped her father with home repairs since she was 
11-years-old. Her father is a drug counselor at 'Felisa 
Rincon High School and her mother works at Roosevelt 
High School. 
_As to whether people think her career choice is 
unusual for a woman, Ms. Claudio says she doesn't worry 
According to Clement Drummond, director ' of 
Bronx Community College's Automotive Technology 
Program, "Without proper training it's hard to stay on top 
of the industry's continuing technological advances. 
"We all know that at some point, our cars need to,be 
tuned. Most of those repairs and tune-ups take place in 
garages that have ever mOre complex technology. 
about that. She knows her career interest in , automotive 
repair is her calling. She says the people who have most 
influenced her to go into automotive repair are her father, 
an older sister who, took automotive repair courses at 
another school, but had to stop because the tuition c9st 
was more than she could afford, her boyfriend and Marcos 
Suarez. He's her boxing trainer at the New South Bronx 
,Police Athletic League (PAL). She has already won 12 
amateur fights in the 141-pound class. 
"Aspiring automotive technicians and old school 
automotive technicians need to understand that 
:--:::::::;::;:=:-1 technology transition is seriously \Dlderway 
in the vehicle industry. Hybrid technologies , •••• ~I combustion engines, sophisticated 
I computers and electric motors - are used to 
...... I-- •.• ~,-+---' .. ~.,. steer the car, power the drive wheels, 
When not working ~ut under Suarez'S guidance 
at the gym, Ms. Claudio works with him in the building 
where he is a superintendent, learning 'about how to install 
sheet rock and fixing sinks. 
"I thank the Bronx Community College 
professors for helping me to learn to become an 
automotive technician. Last summer when 1 tried to get a 
job as an intern at a garage, the owner wouldn't even talk 
to me because he didn't think that 1 was serious," says Ms. 
Claudio 
In the shop classroom where Ms. Claudio studies 
with other' students, ,there are 14 Honda V-Tech engines 
mounted on rolling engine tripod ~tands along with Honda 
and Toyota hybrid ..engines. Classrooms have the latest 
digital micrometers for measurement. Hand cranks permit 
students to rotate the engines 360 degrees. 
During the semester, students disassemble and 
,inspect the engines under the watchful eyes of car 
professors who have many years in the car industry. 
BCC's Automotive Technology Program courses 
are taught in recently. renovated shop classrooms and an 
adjacent garage equipped with tire and balancing 
machines, wheel alignment machines, battery load testers, 
welding tools and a plasma cutter. Students work on 
electronic transmissions, anti-lock brake testing systems, 
the latest in dynamic road force balancers, computers with 
specialized tools and software programs for conventional 
and alternative technology engines. 
Some cars today are built with up to 95 
computers for safety and convenience. You may not see 
those computers but they are there under the hood, in the 
passenger compartment , or the trunk. Troubleshooting 
those electronics requires expert knowledge and 
experience - knowledge which Bronx Community 
College's car professors offer students. . 
, Computer labs enable students to access data 
reference information through application software. They 
can look up each of the proper procedures for assembly 
and disassembly of engines. There's a computer program 
that allows students to learn about engine performance 
through the use of a virtual dynamic simulator. Students 
sit in front of a computer station while the instructor gives 
them a problem, which allows them to go on virtual road 
tests to solve problems while remaining stationary. 
manage fuel injection systems and lower 
tailpipe emissions to allow for better fuel 
economy with the help of monitoring 
sensors and controlling actuators for 
subsystems," adds Drummond. 
"Customers ,can greatly benefit from 
Bronx Community College's graduates who 
acquire an 'integrated understanding of how 
new technologies work. Our graduates leave ' 
with skills that they can take into a car 
industry which will always need people who 
are'up to date on car technQlogies. And our 
tuition costs are very reasonable," states 
Drummond. 
The 60-credit curriculum prepares 
students for careers as automotive 
technicians. (See sidebar at end of story for 
, , ,", ' career . possibil.jtjes.) Stude~ts exp1ot~ 
operational principles for engines, brakes, fuel systems, 
transmissions, axles, suspension systems, heating, 
air-conditioning and electrical systems. 
According to,Automotive Retailing Today, nearly 
109,000 career jobs are I!ovailab1e at U.S. auto dealerships. 
"At a time when the auto industry is undergoing 
significant change, franchise auto dealers have a, good 
news story about the thousands of well-payi.D.g jobs 
currently available across the country," says Carter Myers, 
chairman of Automotive Retailing Today. 
continued on page 12 
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Bee Student Athlete Kristal McGreggor Earns 
Full Scholarship to Hampton University 
Bronx Community College marketing graduate 
(December 2008) Kri stal McGreggor knows hard work 
and diligence payoff! She proved it to herself in the 
classroom and in track and field. 
M s. McGreggor is the Division III shot put 
record holde r for the National Junior College Athletic 
A ssociation (NJCAA). She says it is an achievement 
which, along with her 3. 1 grade point average, helped her 
win a full scholarship to Hampton University in 
Hampton, Virginia . He r SCholarship covers the 
costs of tuition. books, dormitory and meals. 
M s. McGreggor - who also holds CUNY 
records for the ha mmer throw, discuss. and weight 
throw - moved to her dormitory o n her new 
campus in early January. She misses BCC students 
and the faster campus pace. So far, she has found 
that Hampto n University moves at a s lower pace. 
For her achievements a t BCC she w as 
recruited by several colleges including CUNY 
colleges. Louisiana Tech , Manhattan College, St. 
Peters College in New Jersey, the University of 
Maryland Eastern Shore. and South Eastern 
Louisiana. In December. she finally decided on 
Hampton University. 
" When I made my c hoice. I was really happy and 
so were my mother and two sisters," one of whom, Renee, 
is a s tudent at Hostos Community College and the other, 
Karaice. is a student at Lehman College." said Ms. 
McGreggor, who spoke by phone after coming back from 
class. 
" We ce lebrated at home. Winning a schOlarship 
and going to a Divisio n I college was something I have 
a lways worked hafd towards achieving," she said. 
Originally from Jamaica, Ms. McGreggor has been 
training in track and field s ince she was 15-years-old. She . 
will study sports management at Hampton University so 
she can one day be a sports agent. 
"Many people tell me I am talented. But I think 
it's more about determination. I truly believe that if you 
put your mind to doin g something, you can ach ieve you r 
goal. I'm not going to give up. I will stay with something 
until the end," Ms. McGreggor shared. 
That advice is good for any student seeking a 
scholarship. "You have to be a student before you are an 
athlete," stated Ms . McGreggor. " I told all my teanunates. 
If you are' having trouble with a course, talk to your 
professors. A lot of students don't do that. BCC professors 
always answered my questions," she added. "They want to 
t~ ' ~ 
" Weight throw 15.74meteis atS~ton Ha'U UIl!versity Inv.itational (December 2008) 
"Dealerships are high-tech Facilities requiring to p-notch 
staff with computer a nd technical sk ills ," says Myers . 
America's franchised auto dealers are hang ing out the 
help wanted sign for these high-paying jobs. There is a 
great demand for qualified , technicall y savvy employees. 
For enthusiastic students who want hands-on 
engine repair experience. Bronx Community College is 
the place. Upon completion of the curriculum, BCC grad-
uates a re prepared for entry- level positions in many areas 
of the::: automotive industry dealing with development. test-
ing. diagnosis i:lnd serv ice of mechanica l, hyd raulic, elec-
trical a nd automotive systems. 
"Students who starr their education early at BeC and 
work at a dealership as inte rns wi ll he able to start at a 
highe r leve l in the dealership when they graduate. 
Students who concen trate on automotive studies can go on 
for advanced tra inin g and educat ion . This training can 
prepare s tudent s for caree rs in technica l educati o n. 
engineering, insurance appraisal. accident investigation. 
and other spec ialties. 
For more information about the 
Automotive Technology Program, visi t 
http://www.bcc .cuny.edu/DegreePrograms/DegreeProgra 
ms.cfm?DegreeID= 12 or go to the Bronx Community 
s·: <'.: .. :;" ,l .;..-. " '" 
College Website, click on Degree Programs, and then 
click on Automotive Technology Program. 
You can also contact Clement Drummond at 
clement.drummond @ bcc .c uny.edu or (718) 289-52 13. 
Students who are not purs uing a degree can e nroll to 
acquire a certificate in automotive mechanics. 
help you learn." 
She gave special thanks to many at BCC, 
including Athletic Director Eric Mercado; Track Coach 
Monica Stevens; Assistant Coach Gladstone Jones; 
G rants Officer David Hernandez; Business ' and 
Information Professors Howard L. Irby Jr., Raymond 
Canals, and Jacinto Suarez; Communications Professor 
John Socas; and Health Professor Janet Heller. Ms. 
McGreggor said she also appreciated all the 
advice she received from BCC Assistant Track 
Coach Ed Howard for helping polish her track 
and field skills. 
Mr. Howard praised M s. M cGreggor: 
"She was a beautiful student to coach. She took 
her studies and her training seriously. On the 
couple of evenings a week that we practiced for 
four hours , she never complained. And she was 
always current o n her classroom ass igntnents. 
She even tutored other track and field students 
who needed help." 
Already, Ms. McGreggor is showing 
promise at Hampton University. Last week she 
competed at Penn State Univers it y and tini shed 
tifth in the weight throw against a thletes from 25 
Divi sion I coll eges, said Mr. Howard, who received a call 
from Ms. McGreggor after the competition. 
"Since I got to Hampton Univers ity," Ms. 
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Director of Bee Public Safety Retires: The Job Is About Service 
McThaddeus (Mac) Holden, director of public 
safety at Bronx Community College, retired after serving 
12 years. When he came to BCC in 1996, he brought with 
him experiences of being a patrol officer, investigator, 
academy instructor, and most importantly, an impressive 
background in college security management. He served in 
the New York City Police Department and at Borough of 
Manhattan Community College. January 27, 2009 was 
his last day on the BCC campus beat. 
As he moves into retirement, Mr. Holden, who is 
68-years-old, is looking forward to fishing, golfing, and 
spending time with his grandchildren and large family in 
Raleigh, North Carolina. No longer will he walk the 
campus, ably assisted by the 40-person public safety 
team, responding to concerns of the college community. 
Personable and distinctive looking with his 
shaved head, quick smile, and twinkle in his eyes, he was 
always ready to answer a question from a temporarily lost 
student trying to find a building where a class was being 
held. Most weekdays he wore a suit and tie. On weekends 
he worked in the office in blue jeans. At commencement, 
the image of. the public safety officers in their dark blue 
public safety uniforms, with peaked caps and white 
gloves, was very impressive to the community. 
"Public service to the community college has 
been my approach," explained Mr. Holden. "We have 
stressed professional training for all officers as the best 
way to deal with college issues." 
He continued, "My success here has been 
because I have tried to approach this job as an education 
experience, always ready to capitalize on the teachable 
moment for self improvement of our public safety team," 
added Mr. Holden. In 42 years of law enforcement, he has 
survived dramatic challenges -- from being ambushed and 
shot at with large caliber bullets during turbulent times in 
New York City to running into burning buildings to look 
for trapped people. Campus policing presents different 
challenges, particularly with less emphasis on criminal 
behavior and more emphasis on personal safety. Contrary 
to the image people get on TV, law enforcement people 
don't spend all their days in exotic chases. They spend a 
great deal of time in service, helping people who call the 
police when they have no other person tq tum to," shared 
Mr. Holden. 
At BCC, while public safety is most visible at 
campus entry points, its reach is often invisible. The 
public safety team patrols campus buildings and the 
43-acre campus grounds 2417 throughout the year. 
A 1976 graduate of John Jay College of Criminal 
Justice, Mr. Holden hails from Raleigh, North Carolina. 
He left the segregated South by joining the U,S. Marine 
Corps at age 18. 
In terms of his BCC tenure, he says one of his 
proudest achievements has been getting the campus 
community to commit to crime prevention. Many people 
on campus now are big believers in engraving personal 
property - laptop computers, cell phones, MP3 players 
and cars. "This program gives police a head start in 
helping find missing property," he said. 
The big attraction of his job? "Serving in public 
safety means encountering different experiences every 
day. The excitement is that there is nothing routine about 
the job," commented Mr. Holden. 
Mr. Holden reflected that he will miss his public 
safety team as well as the students, faculty, administrators 
and staff he has worked with over the years. Sergeant 
Mary Faison who has worked on the public safety team 
for 18 years said, "I know I am going to cry when he 
leaves. Mac brought a lot of improvements to the 
department. He was always a person that you could talk 
to. We are all sad that he is leaving." 
"The public safety team has grown 
tremendously in the time I have been here," stated Mr. 
Holden. BCC's public safety team is much more 
respected because of the dedication of its members today 
than when I first started on this campus. We have 
benefitted from cooperation with the New York City 
Police Department who worked very closely with our 
BCC Public Safety Department. 
Mr. Holden recognizes that there are too few 
African-Americiill and Latino young people who are 
attracted to campus policing. "Their services are direly 
needed in their communities across this country, I would 
suggest that the Bronx Community College and City 
University might offer incentives to students interested in 
pursuing a campus policing career path similar to the 
NYPD police cadet program," he added. 
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Bronx Community College Awarded 
$2.4 Million 
Cooperative Grant to Improve Students' 
Academic Success in Sciences 
Bronx Community College (BCC ) o r 
The C it y Un ivc rs it y or New York has been 
awarded one o f the largest grant acqui s itions in 
the Colkge·s hi story from the U.S. Departme nt 
of Educa tion . (t is de s ig ned to produce g re41le f" 
numhe rs o f sc ie n~e . techno logy. eng inee rin g and 
mathe mati cs (STEM) g raduates. and to in sure 
that minorit y and economica ll y di sad va ntaged 
s tud e nt s are equit a bl y represented i n these 
c riticall y important fidds. Thi s project seeks to 
s tre ng th e n the institutional frameworks need ed 
to produce STEM Associatc's degree ·holders at 
Bron x COlll lllunit y C ollege. and to hrin g. the m to 
successfu l Bachelor's degree attainme nt at the 
City Collegc or New York (CCNY). Th" $2.4 
milli o n wi ll ex te nd ove r a two year period . 
Three qualities known to lead to s tude nt 
success in STEM di sciplines are: continuit y. 
w hich :-. truc tures the e duc ational experience in 
w ays that hest s uppo rt s tudent advancement 
throug h inc reas in g ly ri gorous STEM conte nl ; 
c apac ity. w hi c h e mpha:-. izcs enhanc ing ·s tude nt 
know·le dge a nd skill s: and e ngageme nt. w hi c h 
foc u:-.es o n deve loping s tude nt int c rc .... t a nd 
Illo ti vati o n . This project is organized around 
activ iti es that build upon these three indica to rs of 
s tude nl SllL·cess: 
Continuity- Sludents tran sfe rrin g 
frolll BeC to CC NY will be given academic 
ad vise me nt and Ille ntoring by STEM fa c ulty at 
both instituti o ns. Cross-campus facult y 
collaborat io n \vi ll al ig n STEM coursewo rk and 
~un\~\.\\a . S \\.\ucn\~ w i\\ be c tlcctivc\y and 
:'Jctivdy trac k ed hy ~ Jc.:auclllic .Iu v i .... w ·..... New 
uual/jo int deg ree programs will he ueve lopeu in 
STEM di sc iplines. 
Capadty- A new interdi sciplinary lab 
s kill s course w ill acce le rate s tuuen t prog ress at 
Bec a nd BeC tra ns re r st udcnts w ill attend joint 
BCC/CCN Y "B rid ge" prog ram s desig ned to 
st re ng th e n key mathematica l s kill s and 
cO Tn prc he n s ioll of sc ientific concepts. Paid 
int e rnships will provide finan c ia l support and 
re in fo rce learning. Laborato ry upgrades at Bee 
wi ll a li g n coufsework across the ca ll1ru~es. 
Engagement--BCC faculty w ill 
prov ide tinanci al suppo rt to STEM s tuden ts so 
th a t they feel a co nnection to a la rge r scie nliti c 
community_ Lack of suffic ient funds and hav ing 
to work full-lime are majo r pro hl ems among 
s tude nt s. The g rant w ill provide greatl y need ed 
fund s fo r academic and nOll -acade mic serv ices 
that th e co ll ege has not been able to afford in the 
past. There w ill even he re lease tim e fo r fac ulty 
so th a t th ey can spend more time with s tuden ts . 
The g rant wi ll provide aC<lde mi c adv ise me nt on 
a regular hasis hy speciall y train e d STEM 
fa c ulty advisors usin g a case management 
approac h. Additionally. a counse lo r w ith a 
background in psychology w ill be avai lab le to 
s tude nt s w ith psycho-soc ial and family iss ues 
that impact academic performance. 
Psycho-soc ial counse ling foc uses upo n 
the e ntire student inc luding no t o nl y acad e mi c 
problems but al so non -ac ade mic issues s tic h as 
s tress, les t an x iety. finan c ial concerns and 
ramil y proble m s. BCC's new STEM Resou rce 
Cent er will host career ueve lopment event s and 
Ji s trihut e infnnnatioll on finan c ia l a id , 
int ernships , and scholarships. T wo new co ll eges, 
Bee and City College, wi ll j oillll y sponsor 
research projects. fi e ld tri ps . a nd fami ly 
e ngagemen t activities for STE M stude nt s. 
··We reel that thi s projec t w ill be an 
innovative way to he lp s tude nt s ac hi eve the ir 
edu c ali o nal o bjecti ves. II g ives us particu lar 
sa ti s fa c ti o n to hring th ese resources to o ur 
s tud e nt populati o n , w hi c h ha :-. so man y 
c hall e nges." sa id g rant co-autho rs Dr. Lui s 
M o nte negro, Chair o f phys ics and e ng ineering; 
Dr. Martin Fe in. Chair of biology: and Dr. Re id 
St ri eby. Co- Principal Investi gator of the BCC 
E ne rgy Se rv ices and Tec hn o logy Program. 
Start a Bronx Community College 
Red Cross Campus Club 
or Include Red Cross Initiatives in Your Existing Club! 
• Provide- aid io I'-Jew YNkf,rs 
affected bv' fjres. Hoods. 
blackout~~ and other 
emelgencies HI tire iOlnl 
ot tood. shelter. cliE~nt 
casevJork and com tort. 
• Trcun comnluni tv members to 
save !ives bV teach~n~J Red 
Cross hfesav i n ~J COUfses .--
/\d lri ilChiidilnlani CPR First 
/\id , Careuivlfl9 and ['no! e. 
• Prepare ycu~ community to cOP":; '/itth crne f ~.Jencles ll/ eachin~l the-
baSICS 01 emergency pn:pan:;clness, 
• Support Intel natroflai Red ClOSS disaster lespon~'e rnltrattves 
• Proviclo ieadelshlp fOl thc Rcd Cross Youth Services program. 
""'~~i't.f<'IV ."",~ tsnrvnA ill, 
COMMUNIlV 
COLLEGE 
A pdrlncls"ip ploiJm", he tween the City Univels ity of Ncw York 
and fhe American ,Red Cross 1fJ Greafel New Yo rk. 
Take the first step now --
visjt www.bcc.cuny.eduistudentlife 
or contact Manny Lopez at 718.289.5962 
~:: 
-.< ~ I ,earn henv to j oin and s tart a 
c luh o r c()Hege-"'~' ide organization on G :llllpUS . 
i\-tee l current nlelllhe r s of the nl0re than 3 0 ~Iubs @ 
-"11-"11-3 I~ 11I1t 
Sponsored 1,)-, the 
1Ilter·- ()rgallizl.llional C'ouncil 
and the 01/icc t'fStutienl L~'-e 
Fin' tHan: inrornz£ltioll, 
ple ase call 71<';- 2BY- 5 19-:1. 
BRONlt: JOIN AClUBI 
\ COMMUNITY COLl.EGE 
________________________________________ ~T.~h=e~C~o~m~m~u=n=i=ca=t~o~r_-~F.~e=b~ru=a=ry~6~,~2~O=O=9 _________________________________________ 15 
Attend our Spring Admissions 
OPENHOUSE 
Saturday, March 21 • lOam - 1pm 
Visit any of our five campuses. 
RSVP online at www.ITIercy.edu 
M-ERCY 
~<2h1sK9.§-
www.mercy.edu • 1-877-MERCY-GO 
Get started today. 
Apply online at Illercy.edu. 
At Mercy College you'll receive an affordable and 
personalized education from a prestigious institution 
that will shape your education and your career. 
• Over 90 undergraduate and graduate degree 
programs and over 25 degrees offered online. 
• Faculty that includes Fulbright Scholars 
and award.winning authors. 
• Highly competitive Division II athletics. 
• Competitive tuition-grants, scholarships 
and financial assistance available. 
• Day, evening, weekend and online courses. 
• Prestigious honors program. 
MAIN CAMPUS - DOBBS FERRY I BRONX I MAN H ATTAN I WH ITE PI AINS I YORKTOWN HEIGHTS 
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CUNY Study-Abroad Appli~ations Available for Summer ·2009 
This summer, CUNY is once again offering a wide selection of STOeS-eligible programs - 51 programs in 18 
countries. Eligible undergraduate students are encouraged to apply for grants ranging from $750 - $1,500 to be 
used towards the costs of studying abroad on one of these eligible CUNY programs. Student eligibility requirements 
are listed on the first page of the application. . 
The deadline for · student applications is March 16, 2009. (All applications must be post.marked or hand-
delivered by March 16.) Applicants should also file the 2009-10 FAFSA by February 25 for financial eligibility 
verification. Applicants will be notified of award decisions on or after April 20, 2009. -
Downloadaole versions of the application and program listare also available at www.cuny.edu/studyabroad. (If 
the link does not work, go to: www.cuny.edu and then click through the following titles on the left-hand navigation bar: 
Academics and Libraries > Office · of Academic Affairs > Office of Undergraduate Education > International 
Education). 
If you have . questions or are interested in applying for CUNY Study Abroad, please contact Barbara 
Schaier-Peleg (718.289.5165 or bsp@thenationalcenter.org). 
SUMMER 2Q09CUNY STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS BUGIBLE FOR STOCS SCHOLARSHIPS 
USTBD ALPHABETlCAl.LYBY DBSTXNAnON . 
PIeMc aho .ec the updated ST~EIqpble Ptograma u.t by .IUna "yw C9C\f l.'Cly/atwlywbts.d _aDd dlc:Idnc -,$Toes" 
Propam OM" 11ft bue-don u...tlltc CUNY Hldor~1uidOGend 8ft e.t.lmat_. AppH.cants should verify.n c:o." witbthe program cliftctMUPCd WMtu-CoDtKt.-
QlJJY.d 
Be SO...,. Abn>ad .. co"'" 
Location: Nal\i.ina. 'Cbina 
S-. Brooklyn Coil. 
DaleS: Jone 1 - 29. 2009 
Credits: 310 1 
Cost $1.798 plus CUNY tuition 
Contct: Prof, Shwnina Lu 
718--951·'22.5 
cuny"'.blna@brooklyn.cuny ...... 
•• rro.: to M ......... &: .;. .. J. CWo_ 
LocaOOn: Shanghai, China 
Spoosor. Colie.- of Staten h land 
Data, June 12 - July 12. 2009 
Cftdits: 6 
Cost: 53.105 - 3.680 
Contact Mr. 'R.usKI1 Oawis 
7 18--982-2100 
davis@mo/I.c:si.cuny.edu 
AI"dtItemI~ aad Dr:Np 
Loc:odon: C~ Oenrnork 
Sponsor: CoIlcpofSlaten (slaod 
Daaes: June 29 - August 11.2009 
QodRs, 9 
Coso: SIO.640 
CcnIad, Mr. ~r_ 
718-982-2100 
tin&ue@m8i1.esi.cuny..cdu 
s.u. ... Clhlna ill DaI ..... ·(V.rioas) 
Lceation, C .............. Denmark 
Sponsor. Collqe ofStalcn Island 
Dates: May 23 - Juty :1. 2009 
Credirs: 6 
Cost: $7,915 
Contact: Mr, Chrhitopher Tingue 
7 1 8-982~21 00 
tinsu~@majl.csi.tuny.edu 
DOMINICAN REtlJILle 
C.ribbn.o Cuttu.ral C.-u._olo&Y 
Lontion: Santo Domingo. DR 
Sponsor. JooP Jay CoIIq.e 
Oates: June I - 21 .• 2009 
CmHts: 6 Undergraduale. 3 Graduate 
Cosio $2.120 
Contact: Ken ~-.ndosJcj 
212-484·1339 
klewandoski@.ijay.cun)',cdu 
no..iua Rep.bIk Stady Abro.d Procnltt 
Location: Santo Domina0. DR 
Spomor. Hostos C-OIJ'lJ"rIunity College 
Dates: June 22 - July 19.2009 
Credits: 3 
Coot, Sl.341 
Conract: Ms. Ana Gan::ia Rq'es 
718-518-43J3 
...,.cs@J\ostos.<:uny.edu 
SpuhlllAlfIUP ud C.I,.,. 
Locarioa: Quito. &uador 
Spomor: CoUcge of Stilt en Island 
Oates: May 23 ~ Jt,tJy 23. 2009 
CmIi", 9 
Cost: $5.449 
Contact: Ms. Deborah StenaJe 
718-982~2 100 
stengle@mail..c.si.cuny.cdu 
Stlldy S~ .... Ja G •• yaqllil 
loc:.tion: Ouay.quiL Ewador 
Sponsor. Collqc of Staten bland 
Dares: July I ~ 30, 2009 
Ctedits: 7 
Cost: SJ.560 
Contact: Ms. Deborah Stengle 
718·982-2100 
stcn8 1e(~mail.,.:si.c;uny .edu 
'~dl L_._ .. a Culture 
.Loeation: Paris. france 
Sponsor: Queens Collcw: 
Dates: June 3O-July 3 1, 2009 
Cre<titso 4 
eo.t, $4.220 
Contact: Mr. Oary BraaJia 
71&.997.5521 
py.bl1l&lia@q,,-"""Y.cda 
l.tcJ'lllCdlate Frmch ia P.ris 
Location: Paris. France 
Sponsor: Medgar Evers ColJe8e 
Dales: June 8 - July 6,. 2009 
Credits: 301"6 
C06I: $4.374 
Contact: Prof. Maria Luisa. Ruiz 
718-270-6247 
mlrul7.@mec.cuny.edu 
....... Tbro.p tIM- Eyes of Travelers 
Location: Paris. Franoc 
Sponscx' Queens Coli .... 
I:>etes: June 28 • July 2S. 2009 
Cmlits: 3 
Coot, $3,499 
--Coract: Mr. Oary BragUa 
71&-.991-5S21 
pry.bna~.cuny..cdu 
Rcvotado •• ". Paril 
Location: Paris., FI'8bOe 
Sponsor. Queens Collqe 
Dadcs: JURe 28 - July 25. 2009 
Credits: 3 
Cost: 53,499 
Contact: Mr. Gary Bnt&1ia 
7J8·997-5S21 
gary .bmglia@..qc.cuO)·.cdu 
GH1Da.a ........... e 
lAx:atioo: Kusel, Gcrmmy 
Sponsor. H ....... Colle&< 
Dates: rollin& 4 week SCI!ISions JUDO-A ... 2009 
Crediu: 6 . 
Cost: $3,970 
ContKt: Ms. EIi:zabeth Seehs 
212·772--4569 
e~.<tln)'.edu 
Q1IftU C ...... BcrlUo .......... 
Location: Berlin. Germany 
Spomar. Queens CoUege 
Dales, . ~ J'n>tvom D_ 
Credits: 3 to IS 
Cost: 52.910 to 5.300 
Contact: Mr. Oery 8.-.lia 
71a.997-S521 
gory.b ... J10@q0.cuny __ 
IiIld6'.t 
_Esperineo .. C ..... 
Local"': Lqco. Ghana 
Spomor. BMCC 
DriItes: Juncl-21, 20Q9 
c..dk$, 3 
Cost; $S .. 488 
C ..... < Pro£.AnoftwSmall_ 
212-220-1370 x. S088 
osmoJlw~.edu 
Sa.-rr ~_.r A.broad to G ..... 
Lo<oUoo, Accra, Ohona -
Spomor. Brooklyn Coil .... 
Dates: June I - July l.. 2009 
Credits: 6 
COSI: $3,100 
Contact: Prof. Lynda Day 
516--95 1·5597 
lda}'@brooklyn.cuny.cdu 
Grec:ce Sdmm~r Prog.nm 
Location: ThcssuloniJ.:i, Greece 
Sponsor: ColJege of Staten Island 
O:ues: June 16 - July 23. 2009 
Credits.: 3 or 6 
Cost: S5,250 - 7.365 
Comact: Mr. kussell Davis 
718-982-2100 
dll\'is@rnaiLcsi.cuny ... -du 
Hcroic MyCboloc.v in Atbu. 
Location: Athens.. Greece 
Sponsor: Queens College 
Dates: June 30 - July 3D, 2009 
Credit!': 3 
C~t: $3.299 
Contact: Mr. Gary Braglia 
718-997-5521 
gary. braglia@)qc.cuny.edu 
ReJigJoln and CuUoral Co-E-.htellce Amortg 
Cbrlstt. ... Jcws. and Muslinu. 
Location: The.ualoniki. Greece 
Sponsor. John Jay College 
Dates: June II - July) 3, 2tXJ9 
Credits: 3 
Cost: 53.705 
Contact: Ken Lewandoski 
212.4&4.1339 
kll!wandMki@ijay.cuny.cdu 
Socid)' .Itd ,.oUtles la A.dent Greece 
Loc::alion: Athens, Greece 
Sponsor: ~ College 
Date:,>: May 31 - June 28, 2009 
Credits: 3 
C.ost: $3.299 




Lo4:alioo: Gah"ay. JreJaod 
Sponsor. Queens College 
Dates: June 1- 28. 2009 
Credits: 3 
Cost: $28<)9 
Contact: Mr. Gary Braglia 
718~997-SS21 
gary .bravlia@.'qc.cuny.edu 
Mnko: A.rt .Dd C .. lhll'~ 
Location: (iuanajooto, Mexico 
Sponsor: Queens CollegCl 
Dates: Jul)' 12 - AuguSI9,2009 
Crcdi1'§.: 3 
Cost: S2.610 
Contact: Mr. Gary Bru¥lill 
718-997-5521 
gary .braglia@qc.cuny.",--do 
WOntal ia Mesic,,: Labor, Violence, •• d 
Social Chaecc 
location: Sun Miguel de A !Jemie. Mi:'xico 
Sponsor: John Jay Coih:ge 
Dates: May 31 - June 27. 2009 
Credits: 3 
Cost: $ 3.025 
Contact: Ken Lcwandosk.i. 
212-484-1339 
KLcw3ndoski@JJay.cuny,e((u 
Poli.h L" ... u.alc ;Il Pola.d 
Localion: Krakow, Pol~ 
Sponsor. Hul\\er ColI~c 
Dates: July S -. August 2, 2009 
Credit.<;: 6 
Cost: S3.920 
Contact: Ms. E li-ube\h Sltchs., 212-172-4569 
o:lU:a~h.sach.s@.hunt<Cr.I;"W1)".edu 
SOUTH AFRICA 
Oversea. Uoft()" Proar-am: Rbodes 
Uni'Veni.y, l .. tcmation.1 Sam .. cr School 
Location: Grahams.lo·wn. South Africa 
Spon.wr: Cotl~ge of S'atcm Islond 
Dates: June 20.Jul)" 18, 2009 
Credits: 6 
Cost: S5,4S0 
Contact : Ms . Deborah Stengjc, 7 18-982-2 100 
stengle(@mail.csi.cull)".cdu 
SOllTHKOR£d 
Koread A.rt and Culture 
I...ocalion : SC("Iul and other cities, South Korea 
Sponsor. John Jay College 
D-dtes: 1\oby 30 - June: 28, 2009 
Credit. .. : 3 
Cost: S 3,;215 
Contact: Ken Lewandooki, 212484- 1339 
KLewandoski@jja) .cuny.edu 
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Irish uIIIMage Sttad'k!s 'n ConM .... .,. .. 
1.000tion: Connemara. Ireland 
Sponsor: Lehman College 
Date:s: JUIlt! 17 - August J 4,2009 
Credi~: 6 
Col>t: 53.457 
Contact : Thomas Ihde 
718-960-6722 
Ihoma.').. ihde@lebman.cuny.odu 
I rid. Tr.ditional Music 
Loc.ation: G:t.Iwa},. Ir-eland 
Sponsoc: Queen!> College 
Dales: July I - 30, 2009 
Credits: 3 
Cost: 52 ,899 
Contact: Mr. Gary Braglia 
71g...997~S521 
gary .braglia@.;qc..cuny .cdu 
Jsnlcl: Then .nd Now 
Loastlon: Belh Shcmesh and Jerusalem. Israel 
Sponsor: Brooklyn <"oUtge 
Dates: June 14-Juiy31.2009 
Credits: 9 
COM: S5,750 
Contact: Prof. H. Arthur Bankoff 
718--951·5507 
abankoJT@.brook.lyn.cuny ... -du 
Art Hj!ltory; Fashion and Fashio. 
M.arketinK; or Jnvclry P-bkilll and ()Hila 
Location: Florence, Italy 
Sponsor: Queens College 
Dales: May 28-June 27; July 2-Au~. 1,2009 
Credits: 3 
Co~: $3,640 
Contact: Mr. Gary BI'8,Slia, 718-997-552 1 
gary .braglill;@qc.cuny.edu 
Art H"cory, ".Uan CulutreJLaaauagc. 
Dnwi_c. Pai.tinK- PhotoRrapb)', Prjolm.ki", 
Location: Florence, haJy 
Sponsor. Colle&e-of Staten Island 
Dates: May 20-June 20. June 24-July 25, or 
July 29--Aug. 29, 2009 
Credits: ) or 6 
Cosl: $4,99.5 - 6.045 
Contact.: Mr. Christophcr Tinguc 
718·982-2100 
tingue@milil.csi.cuny.cdu 
CCNY-Un,,,·usid.d de La Rioja S.mmcr 
Program 
lOCtJ;lion: La Rioja, Spain 





JUI\e 28-July 30. 20f)<) 
6 
$3,680 
Prof. 1)ulce M . Garcia 
2 12-650-6131 
dmgcuny@,"'optonlinc.nct 
DesicniDg thc Urban Void 
Location: BW"celona.. Spain 
Sponsor: Ciry College 
Dates: June I - July J, 2009 
Credjt~; 3 
Cost: S2.500 
Contac.:1: Prof. Fab~an Clonch 
Fabianllonch@~otmail .com 
Hispanic Herif.ce 
Loclltion: Oviedo, Spain 
Spon.'lnr: RMCC 
»ale:.: Jul)' 4 - August 1. 200q 
Crcdil5: 3 
Cost; $3.620 
Contact: Dr. Alicia Perdomo 
212,-220-3' 74 
apcroomo@:,bmcc.cuny.cdu 
Spanish ill Sp.i. 
lOf:aUon: Madrid. Spain 
SpobSOf: f 'untcr College 
I")-"d.tes: JWle \ -30 OT June 30· July 31. 2009 
Credits: 6 
Cost: 5),720 
ContDCt: M!I. E li7.obeth Sachs 
212-772-4569 
cl iz.ab..'1.h.sachs(f;!.hunt...'t.cuny .cdu 
Sp..,bb Lancua~ and Ch·Ub-..ation 
Location: Salamanca, Spain 
Sponsor: Baruch College 
D-d.tes: June 1 ~26, July .29-Jol)' 24, or Jut)' 
24- Aug.. 21, 2009 
CrecJits: ) or 4 
Cost: $2.814 - 3,268 
Contact; Dr. Richard Mitten 
646-3J2-2076 
Richard.minen@bolllCh_cun), ... 'dli 
lTALfiCONT0'UEDl 
Fidd Et:perienu in Italy 
l....ocation: Viarcggio. Itnly 
Spon.wr: BMCC 
Dates: Juty 5 - 3D, 2009 
Cn.-dit:j : 3 
CoM: S4.226 
Comacl: Prof. Michael Giamman:lla 
2 12-220-8 151 
mgiammardla@bmcc.cuny.edu 
Food. Culture, .ad Colioary Arb 
Location: 1~lorence. Italy 
Sponsor: Queens College 
Dates: May 29·June 27: July 3-Aog.. 1,2009 
Credits: 3 
Cost: $3.640 
Contnct: Mr. Gary Braglia. 118-997-552 1 
gary.braglia@qc,cwly.cdu 
Itall •• La"euace, Cullul"'lt, and Art 
Location: TU!ICania. hal)" 
Sponsor: College o f Staten Island 
Dates: May 2()..June 20, June 24-July 25. or 
JU-Iy 29·Aug. 29, 2009 
Credits: 3 or 6 
Cost; 54,645 - 5,645 
Contact: Mr. Christopher Tingue 
718·982-2100 
linl,.oue@..mail.csi .cuny.cdu 
ltaJi •• LanKWlIC' •• d Mu.~ inTUKJInia 
Location: Tuscania. (131y 
Sponsor: ColI~gc of Staten bland 
Dates: June 24 - July 25, 2009 
Credit,o;: 6 
Cost: SS.645 
Conta..:t: Mr. Christoph..'T Tinguc 
1IS-9R2-2 J 00 
tin"uc:@.dnail.csi.cony .t.>du 
ItaJta_ S'udies 
Location : Pc.scam,. rtaly 
Spon50r: HUnier College 
Dates: June)O - Juty 29. 2009 
Credi1S: 6 
CoM: $4.620 
Contact: Ms. Elizabeth Sachs... 212-772-4569 
ellzabeth.sach.~hunler .cun)' .edu 
P~rMpa Su ..... cr Progr ... 
LocaJion : PetUgia,llaly 
Sponsor: Queens College 
Dates: May 30-June 30; July 1-31 .2009 
Credits: 6 
Cos.r:: $1 ,370 plus airfare, room and board 
Contact: Mr. Joseph Gros50, 7 18-997-5769 
jo:tepb..grosso@qc.euny.edu 
SPikV ICQ!VTll't'UEDl 
Study Span,ish in Sanlaader. Spain 
I.ocation: Santander, Spain 
SponS()r: College of Staten bland 
Uatc-s; a~ program directur ft.)!" ..:lilies 
Cr<di1s: 4 or 8 
Co~: ao;k program director 
COl1tUCt: M .... Dc:horn.h S\engh: 
718-982-2100 
scengJe@.~lIi l .c..'l-i.cW1.y.edu 
The Maa.y Faees ofT.rke),: "hltory, Idmtity, 
and thc Forging of a Nadon 
toe.tion: Istanbul, Turke)" 
Sponsor: 6tooklyn College 
Uat .. 'S: June 1·22.2009 
Cr .... dit:s: -4 
Cost: S4.200 plu.~ tuition 
Contact: Prof. l.ouis Fishman 
718-9S1-~. exL I J6S 
Itistlman@brooklyn.cuny.edu 
OttomJl" Art .Ad An-hif«ture-
Location: i.smnbul. Turkey 
Sponsor: Hunter College 
Oates: June 29· July 25, 2009 
Credi(s: 3 
CO!lt: S3,IHO 




St.udy.t Midd~!f. Unh'crsicy in LOdodoh 
l.QCafi(ln: 1..-00<101), England 
Sponsor. College ofStalen (siand 
Oalcs: J~lnc 26 - i\ug..6. 2009 
Credit .. : 4.8, or 12 
Cost: $6,267 -- 8,.251 





LOC;lotlOn: Florence.. Italy 
Sponsor: Queens. College 




C.ontac:t: Mr. Gary Oraglia, 118-997·5521 
gary.braglia@-qc.cuny.cdu 
Rome Program: Lilltnll.n and Film 
Location: Florence, Italy 
Sponsor: Queens College 
Dales: July 12 - AugusI9, 2009 
Credits: 3 
Co~: $2,999 
Contact: Mr. Gary Brag.lla, 718·997-5~2 1 
gary.bragJia@Qc.cuny ,cdu 
Rocn~ S .... mer Proc:nlm 
Loca1ion: Rome. ftalr 
Sponsor: Collqe ofStafeo Island 
Oaks: May 25 - June 26, 2009 
Credits: b 
Cost: S6.6HO 
Contact: Mr. <..1ui.stopher Tingue 
718-9&2-2100 
tingue@maiLcsi.cuny.cdu 





Crcdtt. ... : 
Cost: 
Contact: 
florence, hal .... 
College of Swen lsl:uld 
May 20·June 20. June 24-July 25, or 
July 29-Aug. 29. 2009 
6 
$4.845 
Mr. Cbri!Uophc:r Tingu.: 
718~982-21 00 
tingtR:@.mail.csi.cnny.edu 
Super-lntt.sI,,'c ltaU •• La.pace Program, Vuice: 
Locati()f1 : Veni<x::, Italy 
Spon.1or: College of Staten (sland 
Dates: May 23·Junc 20, June 20-Jul .... 1M. or Jul .... 
IS-Aug. 15.2009 . -
Crediu: 6 
Cost: S4, 165 • 4.265 
Contact: Mr. Christopher Tingue 
718-982~2JOO 
tin.gtl1.'@~aiJ.csj.cuny ... -du 
PLEASE READ: 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
Contact program directors (listed under 
"Contact"') for more information and tor 
program applications. Note: Program 
application... are separaJe from Jhe 
STOCS application_ 
Dates and prices are subject to change. 
"Cost" includes tuilion (in-state), 
airfare, room and board. and program 
fees Wlless otherwise specified. Non-
New York State Resident snuients 
should contact program directors to 
verify any differences in program costs. 
Applicants should verify an costs with 
the program director Usted under 
"CoDtact~" 
AU applicants must also complete a 
Federal Application for Financial Aid 
(FAFSA) fonn by Febru8ry 25, 2009_ 
We recommend applicants to fill oul tbe 
FAFSA online at ~J1tfia...£4:.w..Y. 
STOCS Dudllne: ' All .pplieations 
must be post~marked or hand-
delivered by March 16,2009_ 
To learn more. plea~'e visit: 
~:-'!~rJi!!.)!:.~.s!.Ji.!liludl'aIJl:J1{J1!. 
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AN.S.W.6.R. CU.(r; 
ANIM6/MANCiA CLu"E. 





71-16 COt'v1t'v1U.NfCA TOR. 
(GoLLege NtwSlllilller) 
GR6ATIV6 WRIT! NCi CLU"E. 
DANC6 WORKSHOP 
DOMINICAN STUD6NTS CLU"E. 
HISTORY GLU"E. 
Hl.{MAN S6RVIG6S GLU"E. 
ITALIAN CLU"E. 
LlF6 S['{'sTAINA"E.ILlTY CLU"E. 
M6t:>IA T6CHNOLOCiY § FILM SOGISTY 
M['{'sLlM STUD6NTS ASSOGIATION 
NURSINCi Cl-U"E. 
PARAL6CiAL SOGISTY 
PHI TH6rA KAPPA 
S6CULAR Hl.{MANISM GLU"E. 
SOCISTY Of PLASTICS 6NCilN55RS 
SI>A:NISH GLU"E. 
SP56GH, DR.Il.;MA, § D5"E.AT6 T6AM 
STUD 5 NT WORLt> ASS5M"E.L Y 
Tf-t6A T6R WORKSHOP 
TRt-tTf-t GLU"E. 
C;6T I NVOLV6D IN CAMPUS LIF6 § 
JOI N A CLU"B! 
CLu"B M6M"B6RSHIP 6NHANC6S 
TH6 ACAD6MIC f3XPf3RIf3NCf3 WITH: 
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Bronx· Community College Women's Virtual Hall of Fame I 2009 
Sponsored by 
The Office of Student Life 
The Center for Tolerance and Understanding 
The National Center for Educational Alliances 
In celebration of Women's History Month -- March 2009 -- the entire BCC community (faculty, staff, and students) is 
once again invited to nominate women of distinction for induction into the Women's Virtual Hall of Fame. 
Women are eligible to be nominated if they have made a significant contribution in one of the following areas: 
science and health· politics and government· education· literature, music or the arts· philanthropy 
human rights • religion. activism and leadership· journalism· military service 
In addition , the nominee should be a woman who meets at least one of the following criteria: 
• She has had local, national , or world impact 
• She has made an enduring contribution to one of the above fields. 
• She has had significant impact in expanding opportunities for women . 
• She is the first w9man in her field. 
Women can be nominated in three distinct categories: 
• Women from the Past (includes all American and international women meeting the stated 
criteria who are deceased) 
• American Women from the Present (includes all women with US citizenship who meet the 
criteria) 
• International Women from the Present (includes all women who are not US citizens who meet 
the criteria) 
Nominations: Nomination forms are available in the Office of Student Life, Roscoe Brown Student Center (RBSC), 
room 102, and in Gould Memorial Library, room A 1, the National Center for Educational Alliances. Three finalists in 
each category above will be identified by the BCC Virtual Hall of Fame Committee, 
and the College community will be notified. 
Opening Ceremony: Tuesday, March 3rd, Roscoe Brown Student Center, Room 207-208, 
from 12-2 pm, where the nominees will be announced 
Elections: Voting for the Women's Virtual Hall of Fame will take place from Tuesday, March 3rd through 
Thursday, March 12th. Ballots and information will be available in the lobby of Roscoe Brown Student Center 
and in the Office of Student Life, 102 RBSC. 
Closing Ceremony: Thursday, March 26th from 12-2 pm, Roscoe Brown Student Center, Room 207/208, 
where the inductees will be announced 
The following women have previously been inducted into the Women's Virtual Hall of Fame and are, therefore, ineligible in 2009: 
2007: Rosa Parks, Oprah Winfrey, and Wangari Maathai 
and 
2008: Helen Keller, Margarita Lopez Torres, and Mukthar Mai 
This is a sample student nomination submission. 
Nominee: Maya Angelou 
Maya Angelou, born Marguerite Johnson, was born on April 4, 1928. She is an American poet, memoirist, actress and an 
important figure in the American Civil Rights Movement. 
Maya Angelou has achieved recognition for her poetry. She was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize for her Just Give Me a Cool 
Drink of Water 'fore I Die (197.1). She has received a Grammy, a Tony and has been honored at Oprah Winfrey's Legends 
Ball. 
She has accomplished many things in life. In 1993, Angelou read her poem "On the Pulse of the Morning" during Bill Clinton's 
presidential inauguration. It was the second time in U.S. history that a poet had been asked to read at a presidential inaugu-
ration, the first being Robert Frost at the inauguration of John F. Kennedy. . 
Maya Angelou has visited many institutions, such as Yale University. She has taught at the University of Ghana and the 
University of Kansas; currently, she is a professor at Wake Forest University. Even though she has taught at many universi-
ties, she herself has never received a college education, but she has managed to learn several languages including English, 
French, Spanish, Italian, Arabic and Ghanaian Fante. 
Maya Angelou is an exceptional woman who has accomplished many goals in her life and this is why I believe she should 
be nominated to our Virtual Hall of Fame at Bronx Community College. 
